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Visitors,
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Author time. (Quantum Physics theory will eventually validate the reality that time is
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The mechanics of quantum physics present a solid argument for the curvature of time
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experience. • Through quantum physics and related theories, the contemporary scientific
community has just
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the thrust-force quantum of the original Partiki unit the PKA-PCM units are
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the thrust-force quantum of the Partiki) due to their misaligned fusion axis without
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converted a critical quantum of its differential thrust-force into internal hea~ the PKA

expanded their finite quantum of thrust-force. Under usual circumstance of Natural Krist
Code
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which constiiutes the quantum and organization of "quarks" and related sub-units within

structuralized patterns of quantum and organization of quarks and related sub-units that
govern
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remained the dominant-quantum time-wave in your Veca system, and separation of the
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imagine an increasing quantum of H-g Sparks expanding into the Ethra cell Sphere
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be literally, its quantum of infinite energy would have imploded in on itself, if
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specific types of quantum. It is the highest level of quantum physics, way beyond

highest level of quantum physics, way beyond what science here calls quantum physics. I

science here calls quantum physics. I know a quantum physicist, which is probably a

I know a quantum physicist, which is probably a good thing, because I have

a level of quantum physics that would blow the physicists right out of the

X amount of quantum of energy, depending on the size of the template or

is the core quantum it has to work with. A seed atom naturally recharges.
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have a specific quantum of energy, and they each have a specific type of
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and double the quantum and make another one. When they spark, those sparks collect,

make an equal quantum, they become another partiki unit, so a replication occurs. So,

It changes the quantum. It changes the polarity relationships between the core subunits that
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certain reality about quantum. Now, we might not know the exact quantum that we"re

know the exact quantum that we"re dealing with in a particular particle, but there"s
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2/3 the quantum potential of the Ru" sand are connected to joules and
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layer allows for quantum-spark replication within the PartikE, through which the first" "
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and doubling the quantum (amount of charge/energy/consciousness), and sending the
renewed
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been eternal. Its quantum of infinite energy would have imploded in on itself if
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a backflow of quantum back through the Urn into Source, the original Void fills

Source sends another quantum to keep these balances always the same. It sends another

It sends another quantum back out.. .. It allows for backflow, which is: we
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of consciousness or quantum; this is considered a full, complete circulation of energy. It

holding 180° of quantum. These flames unify and step down further to form the
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of very specific quantum and charge. All four of these flows move towards the
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of the same quantum but opposite charge. The Eiros is 11% -ve, while
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process of Key Quantum Distribution. From here A" sha elaborated further on something
called
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hole system for quantum food. When you"re in a black hole system you need
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a lot of quantum time. If you have a black hole fall, which means

have no more quantum left in your seed atom, where there"s hardly Page29of 151
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use us as quantum. Spacedust or not, they don"t really care. Quantum is quantum.

don"t really care. Quantum is quantum. Energy is energy. And if it would help

care. Quantum is quantum. Energy is energy. And if it would help their black
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those sparks are quantum of energy so this is the process whereby the tauren

that allow for quantum building which allow for the expansion of light body structure
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that allow for quantum generation, and these structures will become important when we see
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they distribute their quantum and here is ... the harmonic keys themselves you had

a redistribution of quantum between ... I"m not going to go through what that

redistribution of the quantum of the two keys base tone and the over tone,

tone key a quantum equal to that of the base tone. Now the base

3 positive charge quantum base. It loses 11 2/3 positive quantum and gives

2/3 positive quantum and gives it to the base tone, and that leaves

2/3 positive quantum, as is called the kasha key, and down here you

these key cycles quantum is built. It is built and stored in the form

differences charge and quantum holding. The keys go under resolution, and that"s where
prana

Page:  40



that once a quantum is built up through key generation, through spark generation that

get a certain quantum built, where the keys go under resolution, they store for

in. All the quantum of the partikE goes back in. I believe the Tauren

replica of the quantum that was sent back in. This is how the birthing

process by which quantum is built up, where it is a self-generating quantum.

a self-generating quantum. Just by pulsing, and these things rubbing together, they are

create their own quantum, and that quantum is given back as a gift to

quantum, and that quantum is given back as a gift to Source, and then

full expansion of quantum, where there is a turnaround that occurs, and then there
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to go into quantum. I just said all that really fast. There"s a couple
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that produce the quantum that allow for the creation of the outer bodies of
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they have more quantum than the smaller partiki. Next one please. We may be
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it replicates its quantum, gets ready to pop back out again with a bit
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as far as quantum goes, and I don"t have that in my head, and

and rebirthing their quantum to continually feed structures of the thing. This is what
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you lost the quantum your bodies carry. Our bodies are important because they carry

part of our quantum thrust. If you lose some of that life force, it
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to know every quantum that every little tiny thing had, and what spark it

everything with the quantum things and all that. These are another thing like that.
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as far as quantum that was left between Earth and the Sun. But that
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really half; their quantum is like two thirds, one third, but they are a
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which are specific quantums of energy. I believe is the joule is the prana

how it built quantum and built charge, so it could expand and get larger.
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loaded with spark quantum at this point. At that point, there is almost like

is so much quantum build-up in the PartEkE body and it"s holding so

holding so much quantum at this point, where it"s going to quantum saturation, it

it"s going to quantum saturation, it does a spasm, kind of like our backs
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we have enough quantum it"s activated its first two rings that allow enough frequency
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builds in certain quantums. Mana is key to initiating the Lon cyclings that allow
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just has whatever quantum was left the last time a phase occurred and bodies
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of Spirit Force quantum and Matter Force quantum back and forth, between the Creation

and Matter Force quantum back and forth, between the Creation Point Door creates what
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the tangible Spirit Quantum back into our materialized atomic structure and manifest selves
for

cannot build the quantum "joule-thrust" necessary to make the KaLEHara Turnaround, and

eyes of equal quantum, with their corresponding hearts are created, for a total of

with the Primary Quantum being Copyright A"shayana & A"hzayana Deane, 2007, All Rights
Reserved;
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healing, the first quantum of Lava (love) from the Eye of God Anatomy.
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quantum mechanics about Partiki, Partika and Particum and how they set
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shapes, how much quantum they will have and what kind of spiral they create:
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sends an equal quantum of Partiki 1 back out as Backflow Return. • This

progressive spiral of quantum building. 11. What process leads to the Heart of God

half of its quantum in front of the Creation Point Door and half of

half of its quantum in the back of the Creation Point Door. It forms

J of its quantum in front of the Creation Point Door and ~ behind

all of its quantum Manifest and no quantum in Spirit. • Cousha Rep 4

Manifest and no quantum in Spirit. • Cousha Rep 4 has ~ Manifest and
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of the same quantum comes out and the other one comes back out and
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out with a quantum replica. The quantum gets doubled a few times, then tripled,

quantum replica. The quantum gets doubled a few times, then tripled, and then it

Phasing, expansion of quantum by sparking, Backflow and Backflow Return. 11. Triad Cycle
as

there are 6 quantum-building cycles in the chart, which are Takeyon Cycles. (
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b) The first quantum that can be measured. (c) The Tauren Light Seed.
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It has the quantum of three Partiki. (c) Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and
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its supply of quantum? • (a) 7th • (b) When the Eyes

Allurea with a quantum replication. 2. (a) What is the Adjugate Twin of
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Spirit and Manifest quantum: (a) Aah-LA Eyugha, (b) KaLA-Eyugha. •

(a) Ketheric: quantum-half Spirit and half Manifest. • (b) Atmic: quantum-

(b) Atmic: quantum-3/3 out, or none in Spirit. 8. (a)
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energy signature or quantum thrust to go through a full Adashi Ascension. If we
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energy signature or quantum thrust to go through a full Adashi Ascension. If we
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and half Manifest quantum. Middle Domains-Edon-1,728 Selves-Sha-LA Eyugha 3-D2
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allows for progressive quantum building and the process of Prana exchange to occur. •

allows for progressive quantum building, which allows for the process of Prana Exchange to
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have any more quantum fuel to keep its Hydrogen processes going. Because there is
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is enough energy/quantum thrust held in the body in terms of Joule count

Allurea with a quantum replication. The Eye of Etor A and AdorA then go
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a certain energy/quantum thrust held in the body in terms 3
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to build enough quantum to hit the Takeyon Flash Point. After 12 Takeyon Cycles

is reachedall the quantum comes together, pulls through as the Backflow through the
Creation

an increase of quantum plus the original quantum itself The 1st Flash Point is

plus the original quantum itself The 1st Flash Point is where the Tauren goes

to replicate its quantum. The Tauren comes back out as itself, but also has

Generation: a spark quantum building and replication Cycle. • Harmonic Key Assembly:
Sparks assemble



difference of their quantum, Keys form Prana. • Key Ordenation: Every 3rd Harmonic Key

to build more quantum. 1
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numbers of Partiki quantum building times 2 replication? (a) The Tauren: 6; Diad:

the numbers ofPartiki quantum building times 3 and 12 replication? (a) The Adon:
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Solar System enough quantum to make the Adashi turnaround. In the KaLE-Hara state
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to get a quantum rush with all the frequencies turning on and be able
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cycles or the quantum-building expansion cycles, the forming ofthe Rasha Body and the
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the core energy quantum in the seed atom. That is what the mutation does.

X amount of quantum that gets stuck at the fetal integration point and then

It takes that quantum, but that"s all the body has-it can"t bring in

of that eternal quantum. So as it grows-it"ll still grow-it"s feeding cellular

out that original quantum and there is none left. That is where the body
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a sufficient growth quantum to hold the new Spirit, that"s the point at which
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don"t have sufficient quantum to make our BPR high enough; because ofthe mutation we

not get enough quantum to make the leaps. 9. What is meant by "

out the original quantum, it starts to deteriorate. Chemical imbalances and cellular
destruction start
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and reduced in quantum, natural breathing is not poss ible anymore. • In a
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existence and their quantum level so they don"t implode. They vampire energy from living

living Matrix. The quantum builds by the natural ratios of the Kryst Code. •
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and the complex quantum of positive and negative G-Forces associated with Etheric, Ketheric
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work is very scientificquantum mechanics. We teach you of Partiki, Partika and Particum-
the

Particum-the specific quantums of energy that they have, the different types of energy
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the expansion of quantum by sparking, backfiow and Backfiow Return from 1 point, the
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part of the quantum that was formed here in the Triad Cycle. Part of

Part of that quantum ends up forming a sphere, a spherical crystal that"s called
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sparking and generating quantum, but also, this is the point where the Eukatharaista Body
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some of the quantum physics stuff? First you have to have three different language

the process of quantum Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007, All Rights Reserved;
Part
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The process of quantum building has to do with each one of these little

are literally the quantum building ... through what is called a Harmonic Key Cycle,

means there"s enough quantum in the manifest side of creation that it triggers open

but with a quantum replica. So the quantum gets doubled and first gets doubled

replica. So the quantum gets doubled and first gets doubled and doubled and doubled

is how the quantum is built between the flow and the backflow. The sparks

replication of the quantum that was given plus the original quantum. So, there is

plus the original quantum. So, there is a process of quantum building that is

a process of quantum building that is done through the process of Harmonic Key

specific amounts of quantum built and therefore, backflow sent back to Source, and



therefore,
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make a larger quantum. And, when the whole thing pulls back into creation point

and generate more quantum and it is in this phase, while we"re going into

Page:  68

they make a quantum equal. Now, there"s a whole set of technicals that go

with how much quantum does a Partiki have and how do you measure that

you measure that quantum in the 1st place? Comes down to measurements called URs.

of the same quantum came through the same place, split that one. The one

same amount of quantum that, if you put them back together, that they had,

be the same quantum as Partiki 1 because they are Partiki 1 when you

Page:  69

thus make another quantum equivalent to Partiki 1 that is called a spark, and

out an equal quantum with the Partiki. So, it sends a Backflow Return Spark

they have different quantum and different qualities to them, they are different types of
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because of the quantum interactions that take place in the creation point, when that
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has a specific quantum. It is made of Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark

have the same quantum as a Partiki. So, the quantum that the Cousha holds

Partiki. So, the quantum that the Cousha holds is the quantum of 3 Partiki.

holds is the quantum of 3 Partiki. Now, Partiki"s have specific quantum that can

Partiki"s have specific quantum that can be broken down into other things like Ur"s
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has a specific quantum of 3 Partiki and it"s centered, its sphere is centered

part of its quantum in front of the creation point door and the other

much of their quantum is one place or the other. This determines the type,

each with specific quantum. Now, let me see if I can read this one,
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core unit of quantum ... would be called an Ek. And a positive charge

Partiki has a quantum of 360 Ek. And so, we have 3 Partiki, so



would be the quantum of the Cousha. Now, I"m not going to go through

specific relationship between quantums that"s going to start to happen here. You have a

You have a quantum of 3 Partiki. 360 Ek is 1 Partiki, so you

you how much quantum the Cousha has. What they"re doing instead is simply saying,

that amount of quantum-power of 3 Partiki-all right, the electrical power of

to watch that quantum build, so the Cousha is the quantum that gets replicated

Cousha is the quantum that gets replicated in what happens next, all right. It

is the same quantum of 1 Cousha, which is the power of 3 Partiki

this is specific quantum that are evolving from this, very specified quantums of energy

this, very specified quantums of energy that can be ultimately measured in Om"s of

1J3rd of its quantum in front of the creation point door and 213rds of

213rds of its quantum behind the creation point door so it"s formed a different

Jd of its quantum, whatever its quantum is and this particular unit"s quantum happens

quantum, whatever its quantum is and this particular unit"s quantum happens to be the

this particular unit"s quantum happens to be the power of 3 Partiki, with 1J3rd

on how much quantum you have pushing forward from creation point, to how much

We have the quantum of 3 Partiki-or 3 Partiki power-1J3rd manifest, positive

Page:  76

Jd of the quantum of 3 in front of creation point door, which means

units and their quantum increase, because each of them at a certain point, because

Cousha is the quantum that is being replicated and it has the power of

right, that"s a quantum of 6 Partiki power. This one has 2/3rds manifest

3rds of a quantum of 6, right, so that means 4 Partiki power would

you"d have a quantum of 4 thrust pushing this way and 2 pulling that
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far as stored quantum, that is quantum that is stored in things. (A"sha

quantum, that is quantum that is stored in things. (A"sha speaking to Az.)

times 2 Cousha quantum, which is 3. We have the 6 Partiki that comes

we had a quantum of 3 Partiki with 1J3rd in front of creation point

3rds of a quantum of 6 in front of creation point door and 1J3rd

pull of a quantum of 6. All right, that is what d-2 base

3, they"ve a quantum of 9 and 3/3rds of it, all of it,

Page:  79



the original Cousha quantum, 1/2 of it in front of creation point door,

have Cousha 3 quantum here ... l"m not going to read all the quantums

read all the quantums as we go. And remember, this gives you a positive

rep 4, again quantum of 3 times 4, is quantum of 12. So, that

times 4, is quantum of 12. So, that particular Cousha, rep 4, has 12

4, has 12 quantum and it has 2 ... what is it.. .2/3rds

times 5 equals quantum of 15. Quantum of 15 is another one of those

quantum of 15. Quantum of 15 is another one of those that has 1/

can reach these quantum equilibrium balances where you do have equal push and pull.

has only a quantum of 3 with 1/2 and 1/2. This has

This has a quantum of 15 with 1/2 and 1/2, so it"s
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times 6 equals quantum of 18. 1J3rd of it is manifest, 2/3rds of

3rds of the quantum of 18 equals 15 Partiki power pulling back as Spirit

of itself as quantum in manifest. Now, this one here, this is where it

in Spirit, total quantum of 126 Partiki power. This is called the Heart of

these had their quantum ... these were just indicating the quantum that was stored

just indicating the quantum that was stored inside of them ... this one actually
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of a specific quantum, right. The quantums that we talked about before and the

quantum, right. The quantums that we talked about before and the different types of
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sparks that generate quantum, they make Backfiow and then at a certain point they
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structure with a quantum replication, and this allows for the formation of the next
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gives you enough quantum thrust all right, to literally make the Turn Around. There

energy thrust or quantum held in the body in terms of Joule count to

in with a quantum replication through this process of...let me go to the
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shapes, how much quantum they will have and what kind of spiral they create:
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make sparks, build quantum, and, again, pop open Creation Point at the center, and

return of equal quantum. And when this occurs, this cluster actually gets compressed at

replication of the quantum comes out around it, to form the Eight Cell Cluster.
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had a certain quantum that had half on the manifest side, and half would
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again. They build quantum and there"s more quantum expansions that occur with the Spirit

and there"s more quantum expansions that occur with the Spirit Body. And there"s basically
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that are called quantum building cycles, which are Takeyon Cycles, and there are others
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sends an equal quantum back out as backfiow return. And that creates a progressive

progressive spiral of quantum building. So, it"s all about how creation is created. It

measurement, the 1st quantum that can be measured. And they"re ... from this, and

you"ll see how quantum builds, what type of energy, what kind of a quantum

kind of a quantum a Partiki has, what kind of energy Partiki 2 has

see how the quantums build ... it is very, very, very physics oriented as

Page:  129

lose bits of quantum of its own thrust. Which may affect its ability ...
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and it builds quantum sparks. And, this is where we"re moving up toward, where
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is replicating, what quantum is replicating at this point, is the PartikE in the

Body? Part ofthat quantum is replicating. And, what happens first, is there is: six
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are-have certain quantum in relation to each other which means they have certain

little bit smaller quantum three, four, five, six. So, they come in that way.
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a very specific quantum, and it"s an essential part of the natural flow of

allows for progressive quantum building, that allows for the process of Prana Exchange to
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to have anymore quantum fuel to keep its Hydrogen processes going, alright? It will
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Key Cycles or Quantum Generation Cycles. Now, we had the plugging in of what
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lead to the quantum building and birth of the Ad on unit, and if

2 replication or quantum building. The Miad has 12 (Partiki). So it"s another
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12 replication in quantum building and that gives you 1728 Partiki on the Edon,
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that is a quantum building and replication cycle. At the end of a set

there is enough Quantum Sparks built and held within the Light Seed that it

and all ofthat quantum comes together, pulls through as the Backflow through the Creation

of its original quantum that went in. So when the 3-Partiki power of

times-2 lauren quantum which would be 6-right. And this is how the
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that creates Spark Quantum. So every time the T auren contracts, it creates a

it creates a quantum of energy and these have the structures of what are

cycles of that, quantum is built up within those Lines even within the PartikE

gives us the quantum-building cycle. Next one, please. [03 C12 2:26:
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up to the quantum of energy that is created by these Keys ... eventually
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25] Takeyon Cycle Quantum Building & Replication-Harmonic Key Cycles This is really quick

are filled with quantum or stored quantum. And then there is a process by

quantum or stored quantum. And then there is a process by which the Sparks

a very different quantum, and they are very specific quantum of energy: each one,

are very specific quantum of energy: each one, I one"s ManA energy with 33t

difference between their quantum in a way where they form a substance called Prana.

has a specific quantum, a specific charge, and that"s where it comes from, through

where they switch quantums a bit, in order to go into storage. So the



Harmonic Keys, so quantum is still building and being stored. Copvtight A"shavana &
A"hzavana
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11 f ds quantum ... the 11 f ds quantum. Pardon me, I"m a

11 f ds quantum. Pardon me, I"m a bit tired. Ok, so here"s just

build up enough quantum in themselves that they create an oscillation in the geleziac

that the lauren quantum gets replicated, times 2, and the lauren comes back out

2 times its quantum and that"s where the Diad is bom. So I just

mass building of quantum, opens Creation Point Door, takes the whole thing in and

again with a quantum increase of itself, plus itself back again. And when you

a lot more quantum every time they get replicated. That quantum gets broken down

get replicated. That quantum gets broken down and becomes Spark Currents that come out

process by which quantum is built through the Hannonic Key Cycles. And it is

Key Generation and quantum building is what actually expands the Copvtight A"shavana &
A"hzavana
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have enough Takeyon quantum built where it can go through a Flash Point for

they build more quantum. This happens every third Harmonic Key Cycle. And there are
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Point Contraction & Quantum Replication This is just referring to ... you have your

Field and does quantum replication. Next one, please. [03 C13 2:38:24]

we"re watching the quantum replication that has to do with creation of the inner

to replicate its quantum, when it comes back out as the Diad, the lauren

Page:  179

and the next quantum replication with the Diad would come back with its 4

progressive expansion of quantum that"s gone through Harmonic Key Cycles or Takeyon
Cycles. Next
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would produce the quantum building ... from the Diad to the Miad, then from
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gotten into what quantum exactly it carries and all that stuff, but I do

Page:  195

all of those quantum things, all of that structure, that took many, many diagrams,



Page:  196

phase and create quantum relationships with what is inside of the Creation Structure. So
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Solar System enough quantum to make the Adashi turnaround and pick up all the

to get that quantum rush with all the frequencies turning on and be able
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gives you the quantum enough to expand into this state. And it"s each time
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as it builds quantum , is actually sending energy into the cellular structure, and

Cycles, or the quantum-building expansion cycles and the birthing of the Rash a.

because of the quantum that was being built through the Rash a Body and
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the core energy quantum in the seed atom. And that is what the mutation

X amount of quantum that gets stuck (of the Spirit) that gets stuck

it takes that quantum but that"s all the body has; it can"t bring any

of that eternal quantum in, so as it grows-it"ll still grow-it"s feeding

out that original quantum and there is none left. That is where we end
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and generating more quantum through the Light Body and Spirit Body structure and backflow

Page:  256

and drag its quantum in, in order to stop their own black hole from

Page:  258

burn out the quantum that is at the core of your Light Body. And

Page:  260

existence and their quantum level so they don"t implode, by feeding off and taking

Page:  266

were reduced in quantum, so they didn"t have enough quantum to shift into their

didn"t have enough quantum to shift into their natural breathing, because that is part

Page:  285



runs out of quantum and it can"t continue having itself spin, it will eventually

Page:  286

the amount of quantum energy at its core that goes with the 3 encryption,

Page:  289

bigger as the quantum builds by the natural ratios inherent to the Kryst Code.

Page:  304

of draining the quantum of energy that did manage to get into your body

Page:  308

you"d have enough quantum in your body to generate the Light Body activations, and
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Page:  7

to one-half quantum point" of atomic Transmutation/ Transfiguration, which begins halfway
through Bharda

physical-atomic body quantum literally changes state and transfers, with a corresponding
portion of

"one-quarter quantum point," which begins at the halfway point in Bharda Phase-

already Transmuted atomic quantum temporarily contracts as a spark of light into the Rasha

its awareness and quantum between its "journeying" Rasha Body" Bi-locate" and its

yet-Transmuted atomic quantum of the physical-atomic body remains in its "home"

already Transmuted atomic quantum) "rides" within the Rash a Body in a projection,

Page:  8

already Transmuted atomic quantum expands back outward from the Rasha Body and into
the

"one-half quantum point," which begins at the start of Ma-Sha Phase-

already Transmuted atomic quantum temporarily Transfigures into an infrasound radiation
pattern; the Transfigured portion

of the atomic quantum transfers into the Spirit Body, which draws the remaining physical-

remaining physical-atomic quantum into a state of temporary atomic Transmutation, in which
the

the physical-atomic quantum temporarily merges with the Light Body anatomy The
temporarily Transmuted

Transmuted physical-atomic quantum and Light Body contract as a spark of light into

and Light Body quantum in tow, joins with the Spirit Body (within which

the Transfigured atomic quantum is held as an infrasound pattern) and the full identity

or of smaller quantum, than that from which the identity projected, the remanifesting
physical-

of its atomic quantum to a "BPR" co-resonant with that of the

temporarily storing any quantum excess within the Light Body contracted within the Rasha
Body.

Transmuted physical-atomic quantum), and the Spirit Body (carrying the Transfigured atomic
quantum),



the Transfigured atomic quantum), Slide back to the "home" station from which the

temporarily Transfigured atomic quantum (held as an infrasound pattern within the Spirit
Body)

of physical-atomic quantum Transmuted to light, and the Light Body and the temporarily

Transmuted physical-atomic quantum down-step their BPR and expand back outward from
the

not-yet-Transmuted quantum of the physical-atomic form-with its surrounding Light Body-

the "full quantum point" of atomic Transmutation/Transfiguration to enter the Krystar State

Page:  10

of the atomic quantum has been Transmuted into "light," the KaLA-Krysta "

atomic ManE Body quantum has been "re-enlightened" or Transmuted into mana "

the physical-atomic quantum next engages the KaLA-Krysta "Ma-Sha" Cycle of

the remaining manE quantum of the atomic ManE Body progressively Transmutes into mana
light,

the temporary, half-quantum, physical-atomic "re-enlightened Mana Body" -as
simultaneously

ManE Body mana quantum and the Light Body mana quantum progressively "re-spiritualize"

Light Body mana quantum progressively "re-spiritualize" and Transfigure into manU
infrasound-radiation

Span), the remaining quantum of the temporary physicalatomic Mana Body engages
Transfiguration of its

Page:  11

carries the entire quantum of the manU-Transfigured Light Body and the entire quantum-

and the entire quantum-minusone-atom of the manU-Transfigured physical ManE Body as

"one-atom quantum" of mana from the "last mana-atom" of the

"one-atom quantum" mana sheath surrounding the manU core of the Zhyrah draws

itself a proportional quantum of prana from the Spirit Body, and converts to the

to the larger-quantum manA radiation. Following this "manA conversion," the converted
manA

in a proportional quantum of eirA radiation from the Spirit Body and again converts-

Zhyrah"s "one-atomquantum" sheath, the entire original quantum of the Ascending identity,
as

the entire original quantum of the Ascending identity, as the Zhyrah super atom, now

up" the additional quantum of prana and eirA from the Spirit Body through the

conversions" This additional quantum of Spirit Body radiation "thrusl" (which is equal

equal to the quantum provided by the biological parents at conception of the physical-

"parental conception quantum," part of which returns to the Spirit Body of each



the "parental quantum" is released, the Zhyrah engages Transmigration as it is drawn

gift of equal-quantum manU radiation from the Cosmic Spirit Body in which the

Page:  12

holding twice the quantum and two perfect imprints (the original and the Reishaic

Page:  13

"hypetjump" ("quantum leap") Ascension Passage, through the Spanner Core Flow Gates (

Page:  15

and the atomic quantum is returned to the Akashic Record of the personal Spirit

original personal energy quantum, the "Birth Quantum" with which the incarnate was imbued

the "Birth Quantum" with which the incarnate was imbued at the point of

process of"Birth Quantum Depletion." However, the inorganic mutation of the earthly mortal
body

Page:  16

the point of quantum depletion and resultant eventual Milky Way Galaxy Black Hole Fall

Page:  17

its original Birth Quantum, including the quantum of the physical-atomic body. In organic

Quantum, including the quantum of the physical-atomic body. In organic Mashayanic
Evolution the

is the "Quantum Reclamation" of the atomic quantum that allows the identity sufficient

of the atomic quantum that allows the identity sufficient energetic "quantum thrust" to

sufficient energetic "quantum thrust" to complete Mashayanic Transfiguration into the
eternal-life Mashayah

return its entire quantum to the Spirit Body Gha-fa (including the quantum

(including the quantum of the atomic mortal body), and the identity will temporarily

temporarily Transfigure its quantum into the form of infrasound radiation characteristic to the
Spirit

Page:  18

"recall" the quantum of its energy "left behind" as the mortal body,

expending its Birth Quantum, or "ZhEon"-a quantum spark of conscious eirA Spirit

"ZhEon"-a quantum spark of conscious eirA Spirit Body energy entered into the

and Light Body quantum into the Spirit Body through genuine Bhardoah Transition. The
ZhEon,

holds the "quantum instructions" that regulate the biorhythms and spacetime relationships of
the



body; these "quantum instructions" of the ZhEon are biochemically encoded as the "

past the "halfquantum atomic Transfiguration point" and opening of the Bhardoah Chamber,
the

Page:  19

quantum atomic Transfiguration point. At this point, the Stasis Point, the

its remaining Birth Quantum at the ZhEon Depletion Point, or "Bhardoah Point" Following

at the half-quantum atomic Transfiguration point would achieve opening of the Bhardoah
Chamber

due to a quantum balance in the ratio between embodied mana-light radiation and

Point of ZhEon Quantum Depletion organically occurred. At the Bhardoah Point, the 24-strand

behind" The ENTIRE QUANTUM ofthe identity is "returned to spirit substance"; this is

this is the quantum required to fulfill the Mashayah T ransgenesis that releases the

Body, the finite quantum of eirA energy still held by the ZhEon will draw

expends its remaining quantum to fuel its own spin, which enables Mana Exchange, and

of ZhEon Birth Quantum Depletion is called the "Transition Point," or Bhardoah Point-
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manE engage "Quantum Resolution," bonding to each other with "equal quantum." The

with "equal quantum." The "extra quantum," carried by the larger-quantum 3-

The "extra quantum," carried by the larger-quantum 3- prana-Keijoule units (

by the larger-quantum 3- prana-Keijoule units (an extra quantum of 1.6667

(an extra quantum of 1.6667 Partiki power per exchange, which is known as

(of joule quantum 1.6667 positive prana Kei), the Prana Seed at the core

an "equal-quantum Backflow Return," a 1.666-joule quantum spark of eirA Spirit

a 1.666-joule quantum spark of eirA Spirit Body energy called an "eirah

the bonded "quantum-resolved" 3 prana Kei units and 1 manE matter unit

unit engage the quantum of the eirah spark and all convert to the greater-

to the greater-quantum eternal-life manU Spirit Body radiation. The physical-atomic body

its final stored quantum of infrasound "spirit" radiation into the ZhEon, thus becoming

Page:  21

released Density-1 quantum into the Eumbi etheric duct below the navel. Following the

its Density-2 quantum into the AzurA etheric duct at the thymus base. Following

its Density-3 quantum into the Rajhna etheric duct in the pineal gland at

its "embodied quantum" from Densities 1 through 3 out of the below-navel

of the identity"s quantum-aside from the Rasha Body and the remaining "deceased



of the original quantum "donated by each parent" at the conception point of

Ascending identity" a quantum that is "inorganic to its own Spirit Body radiation

of the identity"s quantum" within the Spirit Body Gha-fa As the Bhardoah Chamber

the "final quantum," the Va-Ba-TE Cell "breaks apart," as the

Page:  22

the "missing quantum" to the source from which it originally came. If the

"their missing quantum finds them " The Spark of AshalaE-which is released

returns the missing quantum" to the others in space-time to whom the Va-

of the Birth Quantum," left many serious questions as to the historical and contemporary
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Body, a specific-quantum Manifestation Wave, called an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into

"divides its quantum" to specific smaller quanta, or individuated-identity "Eckashi Sparks."

or "divides quantum and individuates" into Galactic Eckashi Clusters, each Galactic Cluster
down-

"living consciousness quantum"-which can choose to incarnate into the space-time location

Eckashi Council"s identity quantum simultaneously incarnates as individual identities, from its
local Reishaic Record

equal to the quantum of the Adashi Ascension Wave, is simultaneously released from the
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original incarnate Birth Quantum." Due to the Zhyon Eternal Life Seed Atom at their

and its infinite quantum, the Central Sun Krystar Identity Solar Logos can rebirth any
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a sufficient atomic quantum, it expands back outward from the Spirit Body to the

Va-Ba-TE Quantum, "a donated parental quantum," through which the Rasha-SHA

a donated parental quantum," through which the Rasha-SHA Star Seed, Spirit Body, Rasha

portion of its quantum into the Light Body Seed Atom to form the Celestial

Celestial ZhEon Birth Quantum The Celestial ZhEon is a quantum-spark of conscious eirA

ZhEon is a quantum-spark of conscious eirA Spirit Body energy that connects the

donated" equal atomic quantum, the Va-Ba-TE Quantum, within the protostar core. As

Va-Ba-TE Quantum, within the protostar core. As the Ah-Ba"-TE Transition

Transition continues, a quantum of "new conscious spirit" from the God-Source
Consciousness

original incarnate Birth Quantum" and releasing the parental donation of the Celestial Va-Ba-

Page:  26



TE Quantum in order to "accrete the quantum thrust" required to

"accrete the quantum thrust" required to continue their Celestial Ascension. Smaller
RashaShon stars

at the "halfquantum Transfiguration point" At the "half-quantum Transfiguration point," the

the "half-quantum Transfiguration point," the Rasha-Shon Bhardoah Star engages the
Bhardoah

Va-Ba-TE Quantum. If Rasha-Shon Bhardoah Stars do not fulfill their organic

reclaim their Birth Quantum" through Star Death Bhardoah of the atomic body. If "

it reaches Birth Quantum Depletion to become a nebula, releasing its Va-Ba-TE

of its original quantum into the Spirit Body and engage "Fold-1 Mashayanic

reclaim its Birth Quantum" through completion of the Celestial Bhardoah Transition, the
individual manifest

or if the quantum of the star is large enough, the atomic remnant may

planet"s original Birth Quantum that was not organically Transfigured into Krystar Evolution,
plus the

to the infinite-quantum God-Source Consciousness Field. This open core-connection to the

to the infinite quantum of the God-Source Consciousness Field is an "eternal

with the infinite-quantum-supply of God-Source," which is a gift "given
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of the "quantum balance" of conscious-energy-identity "Outflow" or "down-
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"living consciousness quantum" that can choose to incarnate into the spacetime cycles
inherent
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suddenly took another quantum leap forward in response to the January 2008 Omega Code

Page:  42

the amount of quantum it had at birth. If there are not things that

Page:  51

runs out of quantum and it is time to transition out of the body

Page:  53

we had enough quantum to turn it back around and back run their grids
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do with the quantum balancing. We have showed these in some of the other



key has in quantum, how much that key has. What is interesting about the

which has a quantum of 33 1/3 electrical and you have a base

Tauren- progressively build quantum, they build into radiation units, core radiation units that
are
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regenerates it"s own quantum. What we are looking at here is a little bit

Page:  65

and re-distribute quantum temporarily for storage and for matter to build up. So

Page:  88

to use the quantum of their combined consciousness to open something that will allow-

didn"t have enough quantum to keep holding until the final conflict drama when they

Page:  111

would have enough quantum to at least do a Lone Star Fall host, where
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is energy-it"s quantum and there"s quite a lot of them And they have
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the process of quantum building in the Starborn cycle. Even though we are talking
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of self-generated quantum building is set in motion. And with those quantum building,

And with those quantum building, at certain points, there are backftow sparks sent back

Page:  188

Takeyon Cycle of quantum building and replication that the Tauren Light Seed goes through

re-distribute their quantum. From that process, through a lot of other graphs, we

and re-distributing quantum. And then we have our Harmonic Keys coming together in

building-we are quantum building. We are doing this in our large Light Body

Page:  190

it builds spark quantum that form keys. So it starts its key generation cycle

where critical mass quantum is reached, flash point is reached, it goes in to

Harmonic Key extra quantum that was generated by this, come back out inside of

sparks, builds more quantum, hits its Flash Point and then again it does a

Page:  191



So that replicated quantum goes into little units of energy and forms a cloud

a cloud of quantum around One. So, because One is the first one, by

12" replication of quantum. So you had 144 Partiki times 12, you get 1728

Page:  257

some kind of quantum shift-some form of energetic leap, some degree or level

Page:  271

regenerate their own quantum, and whatever quantum they fell with is what they will

quantum, and whatever quantum they fell with is what they will have, unless something

gives them more quantum to stop them from going into the natural Bardoah that

runs out of quantum, can"t replenish the quantum, it kind of spews at the

can"t replenish the quantum, it kind of spews at the end, speeds really fast

regenerate its own quantum so eventually its Seed Atom will burn out, alright. Just

have no more quantum left and they aren"t living systems anymore where they"re
regenerating

regenerating their own quantum. So when you see Supernova"s remember that, alright
[chuckles].

regenerate their own quantum, as long as they"re obeying the Kristiac Laws of Energy

brought over. Every quantum, every Being that comes over from one system to another

bit more evolution quantum to that system. If you"re talking about, say, 3 Densities
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that are the quantum building cycles that allow for sparking, replication, and building of

and building of quantum. And this is how, what started out as one tiny
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with how the quantum builds, and how the quantum redistributes itself This is where

and how the quantum redistributes itself This is where we end up with Alons,
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spark of their quantum that goes back to Source. That"s called a backftow spark.

that allow for quantum building and replication, that allow for first the expansion of

because of the quantum balances inherent to the Krist code mathematical programs, there is

Page:  308

they redistribute their quantum into different things. They form Kasha keys and crystal keys.

be ... the quantum is it"s a base 21 2/3 positive energy, positive



has an equal quantum to the base tone key. The base tone key is

11 2/3 quantum, and the overtone equilibrium key has the same quantum, 11

has the same quantum, 11 2/3, but positive. That is called Prana. The
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the key generation, quantum building cycles, to manifestation At some point, we"ll get to
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give them a quantum they send back to Source, and Source sends a backftow
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key replication and quantum building occurs from the Tauren, up to the process of

process of building quantum enough to where the whole thing flashes off and forms

and build more quantum. That would give you the next level; the seed atom

Takeyon cycling and quantum building ends in what is called the REShaLA or the
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of your own quantum in terms of the journey that you"re gonna undertake? Both

Page:  324

that generates Takeyons, quantum building cycles, where you get to the point where we

occur within the quantum replication and expansion, after you have the formation of the
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and makes more quantum, and then pulses back out again, and that"s where you
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they are building quantum for their next expansion levels and it creates literally the
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holders of specific quantums, first of all. What started out as harmonic keys have

keys. There"s a quantum resolution phase that occurs within a Takeyon cycle or key

part of their quantum that is equal to the quantum of the base tone

equal to the quantum of the base tone key. So, if the base tone

11 2/3 quantum and charge, the ManA key, that"s 33 1/3, will

the base tone quantum that was taken away from the ManA key. What you

bit of their quantum they go from being ManA to Mana. And that"s a

Page:  369



and make more quantum and then go into Source, go into flashpoint and then
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and it builds quantum that way alright so it self-generates quantum. It is

it self-generates quantum. It is because there, the 3 Partiki pull into the

to self generate quantum. This is just the Light Seed at this point but
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rotates and generates quantum by making Sparks that become Keys. We talked about Keys,
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generates its own quantum and at a certain point in that cycle of making

Seed creates, generates quantum. It is the Photo-Generator Cell capable of generating its

generating its own quantum. At a certain point of quantum building it enters what

certain point of quantum building it enters what is called a Takeyon Cycle. A

simply enough key quantums have built where it opens the Core Point in the

and replicate. Its quantum is replicated and then it rebirths the original rebirth and
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Key Cycles of quantum generation that goes in, replicates and comes back with another

certain distributions of quantums between these geleziac radiation keys. There is also a
version

up to form quantum build-up that make Keys. The Keys eventually build up

its Key Generation quantum building cycle, hits its Flash Point, goes back in, pops
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replications become- because quantum is building and the quantum that has been built is

building and the quantum that has been built is actually interacting with itself and
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Sparks and generates quantum in itself and then it reaches a Flash Point and
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Lons. It generates quantum by its Pillar of Power phasing alright- that set of
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where through enough quantum generation in the RaSh a Bodies you are able to

of generating enough quantum to Spark open the center point that will allow it
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sparks, they build quantum again and at a certain point they"ve built enough quantum

they"ve built enough quantum where it pops into the center, the whole thing pops
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Alons have specific quantum, the joules have a specific quantum, they have 11 2/

have a specific quantum, they have 11 2/3 positive charge quantum of Prana

3 positive charge quantum of Prana energy and they are part of what is

taking an equal quantum to the base tone which is 11 2/3 from

charge and their quantum that is all discussed and a little bit more easy
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replication, make more quantum so they can The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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frequency-wise, quantum-wise or closer to what a ShAion is made out

is going into quantum theory now because the other theories don"t answer the questions.
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to remember what quantum the Ec Sparks carried etcetera, etcetera, The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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That has a quantum of 7.776 approximately, alright? Over here ... that is a

Chi has a quantum of 3.888. Now, if you put 3.888 together and the

will carry whatever quantum that was generated out here back through the Eiron Point
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to where your quantum would balance with what we could carry in our own

Page:  43

means they become quantum generators, so they can generate their own quantum. They are

generate their own quantum. They are eternal life systems, where they don"t have to

Page:  44

tells you the quantums of each, like what has 33 1/3, what has

Page:  45

of the x quantum that Source gave in the first place to go out

and they generate quantum. There"s one spark here, and then it would rotate and
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of sparking, new quantum is built up, without having to take anymore quantum from

to take anymore quantum from Source. The PartikE is a quantum generator It has

PartikE is a quantum generator It has the ability to replicate, because of the

they change their quantums around a little bit We went into detail on all

the sparks building quantum, forming what are called harmonic keys, the harmonic keys
eventually

the only two quantums given, but from those two quanta, the whole light body

that allow for quantum replication. The keys of E-No-Ka are ones that

it replicates the quantum. There is a point.. The core difference between a Kristiac

longer, is when quantum is generated, at a certain point, enough is generated to

back with more quantum. And not only that, there"s also the ability with eternal
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resolution, changing the quantum around, balancing their quantum out, basically. This is
where we

around, balancing their quantum out, basically. This is where we get all sorts of



has a certain quantum. The base of ManA would be 331/3, and I"m

some of its quantum to the EirA, a quantum that is equal to the

the EirA, a quantum that is equal to the EirA, so, you have a

is the same quantum of the EirA, but they are both positive. This is

21 2/3 quantum of energy. There are whole energy structures that are based
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quantums. I hate that stuff, to be honest with you. I

to give them quantums ... there are certain things they already know about playing

a bit different quantum. So, it"s all about how much quantum of electrical stored

about how much quantum of electrical stored energy is being held in particles. It

... for the quantum of energy of work it takes to raise however much

they build up quantum in the PartikE of the Tauren, and then eventually there"s

there"s so much quantum that all of the keys turn into Takeyons, and it
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even have the quantum breakdowns on all of these done yet. We don"t really
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these are the quantum changes. I believe it amplifies. I think these are larger,
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it takes a quantum leap, as far as ... the more of these cells

the greater the quantum in the sparks when they rub, like friction sparks that

it builds its quantum, and at a certain point, it triggers open the original

sends all that quantum back to Source. It didn"t just take the original gift

it takes that quantum, replicates it, and sends more back out So, you end

they generate more quantum, that allows for the building of quantum that will allow

the building of quantum that will allow for the next layer out to form,
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have much more quantum stored in them. The Alons carry the Joules. And the

certain point of quantum build up of Prana, the Prana Seed itself will phase,

the natural spiritual quantum of energy back into the atomic structure of our bodies,
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activation and the quantum building of all of the Rasha body, in order to

create enough spark quantum where the thing called the Prana Seed at the center
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Atom generates its quantums and at certain times goes in and opens the flows,
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a 3.888 base quantum, and you have a Prana-kei, which is 7.776 base

is 7.776 base quantum. They form gates 14 and 15. Now, these core gates,
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up with spark quantum, and they trigger what are called the Orons out here.

again, a certain quantum of energy where you have 33 1/3 base ManA,

has a bigger quantum, and that sets in motion other layers of things that
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is a distinct quantum. It is the stuff that is connected to our light
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they build up quantum spark, they pull back in, replicate again and come back
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expansion/contraction and quantum generation from the outer layer, and once you hit that,
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after is a quantum of energy. The biggest quantum they can capture. They are

energy. The biggest quantum they can capture. They are coming from fields that have
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certain level of quantum compared to other levels. We"ll see more about that tomorrow
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It"s about capturing quantum. They want energy to fuel what is their great escape.
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__ generates sufficient quantum in the SEur Pillars in the Stand so, I don"t
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have a certain quantum of frequency that had to do with how much energy

up their entire quantum. When you add up the Quantum of the Light Body

add up the Quantum of the Light Body Structure that builds on them, they

Page:  118



you weighed its Quantum Energy, it would either have more Light Side or more
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can make the Quantum Leap to go into the Return Cycles, and then manifest
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certain level of Quantum Thrust, which is Joule Count, as far as units of

when traveling through Quantum Leaps like that It is a body that is capable

to make the Quantum Leap in Frequency to you know, Joule CounL to be

that is manufacturing Quantum.lt is replicating Quantum and that is how the Light

lt is replicating Quantum and that is how the Light Quotient is built or

down all the Quantum thingys, but you"ll see where that translates into "OM
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in building the Quantum Joule Count, when it actually helps to ground you in
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will regain that Quantum once we learn how to slide, all right So we"re

allow for enough quantum to be generated in the Matter Form, where you can
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to get the Quantum into the Hibernation Zones. So thaLwhat they were going to
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these down into Quantum. We didn"t have time to do that, but they showed

and Partikl2"s Quantum. Now Partikl1 and Partikl2 formed the Triad. The Triad did

Partikl1 and its Quantum and Partikl 2 and its Quantum and the 4th Spark

2 and its Quantum and the 4th Spark and its Quantum, pull together and

Spark and its Quantum, pull together and crystallize, all right? The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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we have the Quantum of Partikl1, that was an "atmic" ... we"ll see

And these are quantums of radiation, ok, quantified radiation. The quantified radiation is
actually

considered the first quantum. And that would be called an "Ec," all right.

the first original quantum released that begins the process of Partikl"s forming. So an

call the First Quantum. Now, one Partikl has a quantum of 360 Ec, and

Partikl has a quantum of 360 Ec, and that means it is a Full

we get the Quantum Measure of Electrical Force or Thrust going Outward versus Pull



those has a Quantum of 360 Ec, all right Ec, again, Positive Ec is

So there"s a Quantum that would be here ... l believe that comes out

the relationship of Quantum Physics to the Science and Art of Spiritual Creation, because
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are just little quantums. I don"t have to go through all those. What"s important

actually ... the Quantum pops open the Creation Point Door again, allowing for this

when those little quantums of radiation come together, they crystallize. So the original
parLthe
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Cycle that enough Quantum is built where this occurs from the Inner Domain. Let"s

4, that"s 3 quantum of360 Ec each, all right. So you have a quantum

you have a quantum here of3 times the 360. I"m not gonna go into

rather than the quantums involved right now. You can see the quantum expanding because

can see the quantum expanding because of the size of them increasing. What"s important

you get a quantum differential of2, which would be the Materialization Force ... how

much Force Thrust Quantum was available for Materialization. There is another part of this

that creates one quantum. Now a series of interactions inside of it take place

Partikl is a Quantum of360 Ec, all right That would imply that if you
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whole set of Quantum Calculations that go with this. The Expansion I want you

3 unit or quantum of energy. They start interacting with each other and they

specific amount of Quantum just like the Partikl and the Sparks do. Each of

has a 360 Quantum, the Eiron has um ... let"s see, what is its

what is its quantum number ... it"s got 60 Positive OM"s and Negative 60

what its Base Quantum is, all right. Then you need to know how much

showed me the Quantums by showing me what size expansions to use, using spheres.

of 3. The Quantum of the Eiron that pops through from the Creation Point

of the stored quantum of the Eiron, all right. So this is where the

it"s a little quantum of energy first. .. it pops out the center and

little bit of quantum, equal to a 1/3 of a Partikl that came

still had the quantum of3 Partikl ... now if you notice, this was the

2 of its quantum out in manifestation on the outside of the Creation Point

Replication of that quantum, when that crystallized and pulled in, it replicated the quantum

it replicated the quantum from the Source Field behind it and it came back
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3 of its quantum, whatever that quantum was, on the other side of Creation

quantum, whatever that quantum was, on the other side of Creation Point Door in

point where those quantum interact with each other and again pull through the Creation

itself There"s a quantum equilibrium balance that is established by what"s on the manifest

have whatever its Quantum is, it will have the 2/3 of itself on

of the original quantum, and you know it has 1/3 out Replica 2

was the original quantum times 2, gives you the Power of 6 Partikl. ..

all of its quantum is actually out on the manifest side of Creation Point
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bigger quantum but it has 2!3 of itself in manifestation and

there is more quantum going over into the Spirit Side. This is the part

to get some Quantum that might have something to do with the 15 Rings
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Sparking and generating Quantum within itself So the Fields that are generated, the first

but split their quantum and polarize into an Expanding and Contracting Set, 2 Sets

allows for more quantum generation. What is also interesting is that is the original?

... they build quantum and come back out and do a replica, just a

because of the quantum they hold and the polarity it has, they move together,

2 Partikl as quantum plus the 4th Spark and then that little bit of

1/3 Partikl quantum that came through as the Eiron. The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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all that extra Quantum of Energy that you"re gonna need to be able to

part of our quantum and our Consciousness is, that we need to join with

and from that quantum in merging the Spiritual Bodies with the Atomic Bodies, that

equilibrium balance of quantum, begins to form The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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3 sets of quantum that work together and all the math that we"ve ever

we do those quantum break-downs. It would all appear in here and you"d

polarity-wise. Their quantum and their charge are messed up because of the matter

it"s a quantified quantum at that point. So at that point, expansion can occur



a place of quantum potential compromise, where if there was too much force this

the point of quantum equilibrium. And this is also the point where these things,
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2 times the quantum of the original, right and it was 2/3 out

cycles that enough quantum is actually sent back where the entire thing opens these
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As a collective quantum it is considered 1/3 out (CD13, Track 3)
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phase and generate quantum and quantum joules, all right But they also make these

generate quantum and quantum joules, all right But they also make these ... and
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to have enough Quantum Thrust or Joule Thrust to be able to go into
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It is a quantum of LaVa, a quantum of love LaVa is very, very

of LaVa, a quantum of love LaVa is very, very powerful stuff You don"t
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that that LaVa quantum has broken itself into 12 Fire Lines and is now
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that the original quantum of LaVa that was given to you kinda squirts out
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you know as quantum, into the Hibernation Zones. If they were able to do
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Takeyon cycle whatever quantum has been generated by the Tauren forming Keys, which are

generating its own quantum, additional quantum, just with the quantums that were given by

own quantum, additional quantum, just with the quantums that were given by Source. And

just with the quantums that were given by Source. And each time it finishes

that progressively build quantum and allow for the replication and quantum building. That is

the replication and quantum building. That is the difference between an Eternal Life System

StarBorn cycle of quantum building and then replication from back-flow and back-flow
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all of the quantums on them, and which is ManA which is EirA which

radiation with different quantum alright, with a different base quantum. So the information
can

a different base quantum. So the information can get very, very intense. Some of
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phasing, through which quantum is built And it is through the phasing of these

they progressively build quantum. And as that quantum builds it progressively charges the, it

And as that quantum builds it progressively charges the, it sparks the Rings and

huge amount of quantum with the Rash aLAe Body. The RashaLAe Body is the
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build charge, build quantum and phase and they get to their passed through back,

high powered, high quantum frequency that allows enough thrust for the turnaround into the
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where we have quantum"s down and we have all that stuff that makes you
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gives you enough quantum, "cause every frequency you pull in from each of

a very specified quantum of energy, of radiation that gives a certain type of
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equal to the quantum of the Partiki. That"s the back flow spark, goes into

of the same quantum back outside. And this is where we get progressively, that

a level of quantum has built where it makes the whole thing pull in
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sparks and generates quantum and it makes a convulsion occur so it starts to
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is a specific quantum. Each one of these sparks or back flow sparks or

they are the quantum of one Partiki and Partiki have specific quantum. When we

Partiki have specific quantum. When we get into pre Partiki mechanics it gets into

These have specific quantums just like these have specific sizes and relationships to each
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This is how quantum is built by, this is why they call the Tauren

cell because this quantum that is happening right here is coming from the rubbing



generating their own quantum because of the specific mechanics involved with the krist code

much of this quantum, how much of that quantum of radiation at what polarity

much of that quantum of radiation at what polarity create the structure of the

hits, there"s enough quantum generated that it makes the whole thing pull in to

is where the quantums resolve each other so they can go into storage and

this process of quantum resolution that, key resolution, that breaks down the 33 1/

3rds of its quantum, an equal amount, to the 11 2/3rds basetone, so

is called the quantum equilibrium key, and that bonds with this to form, eventually
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what"s called the quantum differential, with is 21 2/3rds, and that is the

be the base quantums of how much power each of these types of different

get through into quantum resolution there are a million more steps by the way

forming, going into quantum resolution of the keys. There"s still harmonic keys. There are

spark generation builds quantum and progressively that quantum builds, first there"s sparks
and they

and progressively that quantum builds, first there"s sparks and they go to harmonic keys,

certain point of quantum generation of the takeyons, they all pull together and there"s

and there"s enough quantum there to actually pop open creation point door and they

door, replicate the quantum and come back out replicated. And this is the process

reached a certain quantum after the keys build up to form the takeyons, reach

reach a certain quantum that"s when the flash point happens. When they actually flash

because there"s enough quantum generated to stimulate it opening It opens and the whole

and then this quantum did that and this one over here and that one
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process by which quantums progressively build up. They not only form the light body

as numbers and quantum distribution and types of energy or radiation are formed here.

to build enough quantum and to bring in the quantum from the other parts

bring in the quantum from the other parts of yourself in the other space
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it builds more quantum because it"s bigger now. It has 6 Partiki so as

cycle which generates quantum and reaches a certain point called takeyon flash point, pulls

replication of that quantum, then it births back out as the next larger set

a very specific quantum of Eck or Ohms. I believe an ohm is a

that point enough quantum is being generated by the sparking that you have a
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there"s this whole quantum-building thing, and it creates- these are spheres within spheres

of energy and quantum as they go. But, what you would see here if
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that once that quantum is reached in one form of manifest form, the others

keep building more quantum. So, what it does is, it begins the out flow

of its own quantum to build the light body cells. Those light body cells,
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flame cycle where quantum that has been stored in those krystals I mentioned before

of spark and quantum generation that have to do with the expansion and contraction
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sparking reaches a quantum where it will pop back into Source and then just
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each other, building quantum by doing that. They hit a certain point where they
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these stages of quantum building, going back to Source, coming back, replicating, more
quantum

back, replicating, more quantum being generated. This is what an eternal life system does,
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together and make quantum and build quantum. And when that pulls into center, it

quantum and build quantum. And when that pulls into center, it bursts back out,

involved and the quantum"s that are involved. So, I"m pretty sure this is the
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3rds of its quantum goes to the Prana-Kei and 1/3rd goes to

process of building quantum in the body and building light quotient where the RaSha

building and storing quantum and that will cause accretion of sparks in the outer

build and store quantum as joules in the outer light body structure, and at
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the generation of quantum outside here, that builds up enough to where it makes

allows what the quantum that was built to go back to Source, and then
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that has a quantum of 7.776 all right This one is the Prana-Chi

negative charge has quantum of3.888, right You put them together it gives you the
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give it any quantum? Yea, 11 2/3rds negative times 12, OK, so that

has a bigger quantum. They didn"t tell me a lot about the Eira other
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the first core quantum or the first, you could say it"s the type of
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they build up quantum to the point where another pull back into Source happens,
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and replicate its quantum and bring out the next expansion. And the next expansion
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and builds Its quantum from interacting with Itself, it pulls back in and it
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before phases, builds quantum, pops in and replicates, comes back bigger and that creates
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a lot of quantum to make. You need to open the, the Prana Seeds

them all with quantum. So what we are in the process of doing is
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all of the Quantum"s, you have to analyze how Many of those Quantum"s there

Many of those Quantum"s there are to get the Total Quantum. Then you have

get the Total Quantum. Then you have to take whatever the whole Quantum is,

whatever the whole Quantum is, divide it by much 2/3rds is out, 2/
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don"t have enough Quantum, there"s not enough Thrust in your field from the amplification
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back the original quantum as a back flow return spark, and that"s where we

Page:  280



giving me the quantums and everything on it was enough to make me insane.

of really wacky quantum replications occur. Big spark happens and everything pulls back into

several stages of quantum swapping on the other side of the door culminates in

each with their quantum of one Partiki, right, and we"ll get into that in

also has a quantum of one Partiki, because when you split either one of

know, like the quantums split, and when you put them back together and they

they make the quantum of one Partiki again So, you have now a quantum

have now a quantum of3 Partiki. You have Partiki one original, Partiki two original
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contractions, expansions and quantum replications. So, when we get into to the first thing

we"ve got the quantum of three Partiki, and the quantum of one third of

Partiki, and the quantum of one third of a Partiki is the UM flame

know, divine variable quantum. They call it variable, because the UM flame sometimes pulls

krystal. Now, the quantums, I"m not going to get heavily into these quantums, I

heavily into these quantums, I just want to show you something that occurs with

understanding the first quantums. Up here we have one Partiki, so the energy content

one Partiki, the quantum it holds, is equal to 360 what are called Eck.

like an Eck quantum that has a charge that is positive it isn"t an

So, the first quantum differentiation word to define a quantum, would be an Eck.

to define a quantum, would be an Eck. Now, it gets, and some of
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you have a quantum of 360, which is a full spherical circulation it"s considered

increments of measuring quantum from Source, things become expressed in the power of
how

heavyduty information with quantum stuff on there that told us about encryption in the

Y, of its quantum in manifest andY, of its quantum in Spirit Its quantum

andY, of its quantum in Spirit Its quantum is 3 Partiki so 360, a

in Spirit Its quantum is 3 Partiki so 360, a quantum of360 Eck times

so 360, a quantum of360 Eck times 3 plus the 1/3rd gives you

gives you the quantum, and you"re just doing it without the, when we"re doing

the 3, the quantum of the 3 Partiki. It"s in this that begins the

Cousha becomes the quantum that gets replicated, so that is the original quantum. The

is the original quantum. The first replication of the Cousha, the first contraction and
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Partiki is its quantum, so that it would have the power of 3. Now

Now of that quantum of 3, 1/3rd of it is out in manifestation

at it, the quantum of3, its total quantum is 3, 1/3rd of3 is

of3, its total quantum is 3, 1/3rd of3 is out in manifestation, 2/

Partiki, that"s its quantum. You have 1 /3rd of it, 1 /3rd

have this much quantum pushing or thrusting this way, and you have that much

have that much quantum pulling that way, so if you subtract the thrust, if

get to a quantum set, and I don"t know where that is yet, where

they are specified quantums or quanta of energy and it would be a subtraction,

is the Cousha quantum. So you have Cousha rep one is a times one

Partiki as its quantum and one third of its out in manifestation, 2/3rds

of whatever its quantum would be. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Cousha, the original quantum, goes through a times 2 replication on the second contraction

which is the quantum of one Cousha times 2 equals quantum of 6. Now,

times 2 equals quantum of 6. Now, this one is the quantum of 6

one is the quantum of 6 and its got 2/3rds of itself out

of how the quantums work, it doesn"t matter right now what they are but

2/3rds of quantum 6, 1/3rd of quantum 6 in Spirit. The next

1/3rd of quantum 6 in Spirit. The next one is a times 3

the original. Cousha quantum gets replicated times 3, which means the quantum of 3

which means the quantum of 3 Partiki times three gives you a quantum of

gives you a quantum of 9 This one, or one Ecousha times 3 is

3 is a quantum of 9 You have 9 quantum; you have 3/3rds

You have 9 quantum; you have 3/3rds or all of it out in

times 4 equals quantum of 12 so its one Cousha quantum times 4 is

its one Cousha quantum times 4 is quantum of 12. Quantum of 12 with

times 4 is quantum of 12. Quantum of 12 with 2/3rds manifest and

quantum of 12. Quantum of 12 with 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd in

different number of quantum number or number of Ohms to a number of Yans,

the core content, quantum content, that is on the Spirit side, and the Ohms

times 5 equals quantum of 15. Quantum of 15 with half out and half

quantum of 15. Quantum of 15 with half out and half in so, that

that gives a quantum of 7.5 Partiki power out in manifestation, and 7.5 Partiki



have half the quantum out and half the quantum in, so there"s no differential

and half the quantum in, so there"s no differential between them. There"s no resistance
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a rep 5 quantum of 15, Y, manifest andY, in Spirit. Next one. [

6, gives you quantum of 18. Quantum of 18 with 1/6th of it

quantum of 18. Quantum of 18 with 1/6th of it manifest and 5/

on a 3 quantum, so 3 times 7 would be 21 manifest quantum, and

be 21 manifest quantum, and then you"d have 15 times 7 gives you I

believe, 105 manifest quantum, or not manifest quantum, on the Spirit side. So, this

or not manifest quantum, on the Spirit side. So, this gives you the 21
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is the original quantum, and that one would be half-and-half Half in

size and same quantum of it, but its only 1/3rd in manifest and

it from the quantum expansion and then taking that size and how much of
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that third extra quantum and then turns back in and takes that away, and

other than distribute quantum, and do things in relation to keeping the balances, the

balances, of how quantum works going between the door between Spirit and manifest So,
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to generate enough quantum, where as a group and with the assistance of the

to have enough quantum to make this leap. Because, we are going to have
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characteristic to the quantum, and stuff that we talked about briefly, that each one
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we"re doing a quantum leap here because we"re-after the two sets of classes
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but that requires quantum building. It requires what"s called Thrust or Light Quotient, or
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through phasing and quantum building and sparking and Backftow and Backftow Return until
it

you build enough quantum by literally opening the currents from all of the Domains



to build the quantum thrust that will allow you to go into the higher
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that allows for quantum Backftow Return, that makes more sparks. So they continually
generate
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can make the quantum leap. And that it will literally take your Matter structure,
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can hold more quantum can get higher faster And that"s where the small groups

the building of quantum in the Rasha bodies that allows for the building of

the building of quantum in the Light Bodies. We"ve heard about Mana here and

through something called Quantum Resolution. And this is where what is ManA, that has

Key Resolution or Quantum Resolution. Once sparks are made, and sparks accrete to form

Keys redistribute their quantum for storage Until they can store up, more sparking happens,

that store in Quantum Resolution, in distributing their quantum in specific ways. And this

in distributing their quantum in specific ways. And this is where we get the
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are generated, and quantums are generated to the point where a full NaVA-Hosa

And there"s enough quantum to birth the first Partikl that starts the Creation Cycle
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Return. So it"s Quantum Generation and Quantum Replication and Quantum Building. So it
started

Quantum Generation and Quantum Replication and Quantum Building. So it started there.
We"re going

Quantum Replication and Quantum Building. So it started there. We"re going to see by

Tauren, progressively expands quantum and size, and grows to become what is called the

proportions, very specific quantum of energy each time and that gives you a very

under resolution of quantum and hold and store, until there"s more sparks made and

when there"s enough quantum, where the Takeyon triggers the opening of the Creation
Point
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they pick up quantum application from what came before, because before the Light Body

it"s picking up quantum amplification during those cycles. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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SEda Cycle, whatever quantum was generated there, pulls into the creation point and back
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and how much quantum each of the sparks had so you got a better

they form enough quantum to be able to form a Takeyon Field that has

build up enough quantum to open the Creation Point Door. So they go back
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making sparks, building quantum at its core, and at a certain point it builds

it builds enough quantum to pull in to Creation Point and it comes back

expansions from whatever quantum it generated, it got a times 6 brought back out

cycle, generate enough quantum, popping off into Source and coming back out with a
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So they build quantum progressively. And there are also things that in a bit

spark and build quantum, and it will go in and replicate out again Next

ones were which quantum, The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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start to build quantum and charge, when you would have Rasha Lons, as they
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and allows a quantum amplification of it to come back out So there"s a
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spasmodic pulsing and quantum charge building of the Rash a Body that causes separation
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starts to lose quantum, because for it to glow and spin and do its

and generate more quantum. At a certain point, when the Lons phase, it"s not

that It"s progressive quantum building, and at certain points when it"s time to re-
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Return on its quantum, and it would come back out And the first thing

build up enough quantum and then they pull all the way in with the
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exact proportions of quantum expressed in the power of x many Partikl because Partikl



have a specific quantum of energy and the smallest energy unit is known as

as how much quantum that particular thing carries. So as these come down, these
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Ho Cell build quantum and at certain points the Prana Seed phases and pulls

a replicate of quantum and the next thing it births out is a times
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they build enough quantum and they do a pop-off and pop-back-on

on with a quantum replica. And what they create next- and remember there are

and they generate quantum and spark and pulse, because all of these things pulse,

and do their quantum leap thing, where they pull into the Creation Point, pop
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phase and generate quantum and they pop out and they create what are the
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the cycles are quantum building cycles. And each time you build more quantum, it

you build more quantum, it fills out more frequency in the template until you
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specific types of quantum and characteristics of matter associated with them and
consciousness and
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whatever their total quantum was, this much of it was in front of the
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has a particular quantum. If we look over here it says "the First

the Eternal First Quantum is considered an Ek, an E K" So Ek is

are Eks, the quantum of Eks, not X marks the spot but plural Ek"s,

about before, about quantums being expressed in Urs and Rus. And Urs and Rus

to the first quantum of Ek, which is a Spark of Consciousness and that

talking about specific quantums in Oms and Yons as far as what quantum of

far as what quantum of Partikl. One Partikl, let"s see is 360 Ek. 180

but in equal quantum and it has a full quantum of 360 Ek. Partikl

has a full quantum of 360 Ek. Partikl 2, again, has 360 Ek, same

have the same quantum but just so you know, that even from the first

is the Eternal Quantum. So all quanta are built upon that and can be
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will have the quantum of the one Partikl which is 360 Ek and then

Partikl1. So this quantum goes back into Creation Point, goes all the way into

when whatever that quantum was that was sent back as back-flow to Source

has the same quantum of 1 Partikl and the original Partikl 2 is with
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is where the quantum, the amount of quanta that have built at this point,

becomes very particular quantum that becomes the primary quantum for replication that
forms what

becomes the primary quantum for replication that forms what become the cells of the
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a very specific quantum-the quantum of one Partikl. Each one of those has

specific quantum-the quantum of one Partikl. Each one of those has the quantum

those has the quantum of one Partikl which is 360 Ek depending on its

you have a quantum of 3 Partikl power. There is also stuff that happens

that becomes the quantum that goes through things that now will grow the beginning

Vector is the quantum, the relationship of the quantum that is in front of

relationship of the quantum that is in front of the door and behind the

part of its quantum, half of its quantum - now its quantum is 3

half of its quantum - now its quantum is 3 right, 3 PKI power,

- now its quantum is 3 right, 3 PKI power, the power of 3

half of its quantum in front and half of its quantum in back of

half of its quantum in back of the Creation Point Door. This forms a

the first primary quantum, or the Cousha Krystal. Now the first replication where the

it"s the same quantum as the first one. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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which is the quantum of the Cousha times 1. Three times 1 is Partikl

f3 of its quantum is Manifest and 2!3 of it is in Spirit

way you have quantum of3 Partikl power. 1!3 Manifest which means quantum of

Manifest which means quantum of 1 Partikl power positive in Manifestation and 2 Partikl

takes away a quantum from the Manifest force equal to itself and holds that

portion of the quantum of the ManA energy or the manifesting energy expressing outward
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that it"s generating quantum and I think at a certain point- there is more

just understand the quantum building. OK. So the next one is Cousha rep 2

6, has a quantum of 6 Partikl power with 2!3 of it Manifest

here, you have quantum of 6 Partikl power, 2/3 Manifest means 4 Partikl

equals 12, a quantum of 12,2/3 Manifest, 1!3 Spirit which means 8

times 5 equals quantum 15, 1/2 Manifest and 1/2 Spirit This is

with is full quantum, 1/2 of it-7.5 is half of 15-is
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6 equals 18 quantum 1/3 Manifest 2/3 Spirit gives you a negative

in Spirit, total quantum of 126 Partikl power. They call this one the Heart

spark and generate quantum. They are quantum generator cells. This particular Heart of God,

quantum. They are quantum generator cells. This particular Heart of God, when you put
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and generating different quantum. Each one of these creates a set of currents, or

making, generating enough quantum to make the Turnaround into the Adashi Ascension
Cycles. The
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together and replicate quantum right there. And when they pull together they just
momentarily

it allows the quantum to come in that way, that is how it does

how it does quantum replication and what it does the next time is, comes
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1 back-flow quantum. Cause it sent back ... that was the original that

it did that quantum was replicated as a back-flow return from Source. The
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return, a replica quantum of the Amour A Spark. So this one was the

return to that quantum. The back-flow return forms what is called the Mahara
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Ring with the quantum of one ShAion or carrier of EirA energy, right So

like Eks, a quantum. Remember an Ek is the first quantum. So they"re Yon-

is the first quantum. So they"re Yon-Eks, that is a Yon-Ek which

Page:  399



forever, stays alive quantum of energy that allows movement of energy between the Spirit
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that original, smaller quantum. This is an "Ek"-cousha, because this Field here,

for phasing and quantum building between the Mahata-ReishA ... this was that replica
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back by the quantum that"s going Spirit and stored over here somewhere as a

it has more quantum when it does this. So from phasing of the 1st
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limited amount of quantum because they don"t have the circulation. So, they begin as
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using as much quantum, like a step-down or a subharmonic of the larger
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that much, that quantum of energy from the ManA, that has 33 and a

ManA lose the quantum of itself to become Prana over here, it became ManA
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you with a quantum of 10. This is where we get a base-1

When the Prana quantum, 11 and 2/3rds positive, comes into the EirA Spirit

displacement, where that quantum coming in ... of joules coming in ... pushes backward,

pushes backward, a quantum of energy, of equal amount. And that"s called ... the

and form a quantum of 23 and a 1/3rd and they form a

has the 10 quantum, the Ma-Ta, comes back here to the transfiguration point
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ratio, where the quantum of the Ma-Ta-Urs is 10. You have the

it left a quantum of 10 of Ma-Ta-Ur"s to come in here.

let"s say 10 quantum"s worth manifest as "matter body" and there"s still the
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natural numbers of quantum in the exchange processes. How much Mana is supposed to
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of the energy quantum in a space on opposite rotation, it disappears from one

Page:  478



and turn that quantum into usable energy as well. So, Sala/Sira is going
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and they generate quantum. So there is a perpetual motion quantum generator for natural

a perpetual motion quantum generator for natural regenesis All that process has to do
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give them enough quantum to begin phasing again. So, they won"t be able to
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give it enough quantum to be able to go into the transmutation. So, you
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{:> cycles & quantum expansion begin Adon-144 and each Ecka-Veca quadrant births

Page:  533

3 pp Primary Quantum Ketheric Cousha Rep 1 x1 QTM3 Etheric 01 113M 2I3S
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3 of the quantum of hosted Earth and Milky Way, 1/3 ... that
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Source replicates the quantum amount of that Backflow from the Ascension Wave that had
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3rd of the quantum and tilt it back into the natural matrix of M31,
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gives them more quantum to go after the others with. They rode what"s called
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part of its quantum went into reversal and was hijacked and plugged into the
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allows for enough quantum to be built for these passages here to all link
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take-it-as-quantum. And that is what the Whites have initiated the activation
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is a certain quantum, a 1/3 of the quantum is, has potential to

3 of the quantum is, has potential to go. But what gates are viable,
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bit more energy quantum behind it. So everyone that catches the Ascension will be
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it has more quantum than our Earth in its connection with AshaLA. So AshaLA
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want to build quantum-like if you need to bring, if you feel something
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3 of the quantum. They always said that 1/3 of the grids were

third of the quantum of the entire Amenti Earth is called Median Earth. Median
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1 /3rd quantum, or 1 /3rd of the entire Amenti Earth quantum

entire Amenti Earth quantum that Median Earth has-half of that, which is 1
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of its grid quantum that will catch this Host The Host is coming through
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to hold that quantum. So these interface directly with our planet now and these
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well, a sixth quantum which would be half of Median Earth quantum-into alignment

of Median Earth quantum- into alignment and what they"re splitting are the Rods again
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run 1/3rd quantum if that is amped fast by the Beloveds with the
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Earth 1/6th quantum that can be combined with the Median Earth 1/3

Earth 1/3 quantum, and if we can amplify that with the Ad jugate
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about an equal quantum of Median Earth frequency, so part of that would fall
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Cousha is a quantum of three Partiki. And then the next replication of that

thirds of their quantum in spirit form That means all ManA and no EirA,

of a specific quantum. Half of it would be in the ManA and half
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last bit of quantum of energy is born out of it, it is the

burning out your quantum to the point where whatever body you leave in the

Fa," you"re losing quantum. And eventually you will have a "last quantum." And

a "last quantum." And when that last quantum goes out of the Gha-

when that last quantum goes out of the Gha-Fa," the silver cord snaps,
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ok. So the quantum that has been held as that form of you now
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half of its quantum, being transfigured into Krystic, Keriatric Matter. At this point, the
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when the last quantum comes out and it is fully embodied as your Gha-

next bunch of quantum that came from the Edonic Levels through the Gha-Fa"s.
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retrieve its original quantum, which will enable it to next carry the Ma-Sha

reclaim the original quantum that was set into fetal integration And that will allow

that, you lose quantum. There was never a Krystic burial rite. Krystic beings don"t

will have less quantum. So, instead of evolving, you de-evolve with each incarnation.
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smaller amounts of quantum and they all come from somewhere you know. So, there"s

moving the 1st quantum of your energy into the baby body, into the fetal

until the full quantum is in, by the end of the 1st year So

rest of the quantum out as elemental vapor .. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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time, the original quantum with which it entered the Outer Domain Gulfs for incarnation,

more of its quantum gets left behind to become Partiki dust in the Planetary

When the last quantum of identity leaves the Gha-Fa" for incarnation, the Gha-

to give more quantum into the Gha-Fa", right To allow for something to

in and host quantum in so the silver cord can still stay, so the
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the 1/3rd quantum Median Earth and the 1/6th NET Earth being much
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3 of the quantum there and we still have 1/6 of ours still
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the 1/6th quantum NET Earth and the 1/6th quantum of Median Earth,

the 1/6th quantum of Median Earth, (that) NET Earth will pull into
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called the Birth Quantum. There"s a quantum of energy that every fetus receives from

Quantum. There"s a quantum of energy that every fetus receives from the Spirit Body

back their original quantum and then go into what is called the Ma-sha-
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it took more quantum. And it took people who have already had, for awhile

50% of its quantum has been transmuted into light radiation to put it simple.

quarter of the quantum being transmuted you can start a Slide 1. A Slide

at a quarter quantum transmutation. When you get to the half way point you
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and compromise your quantum that way where you back step instead of, not back
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3 of the quantum of Earth, the original, whole Amenti Earth that was not
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to distribute your quantum in a certain way. What you"ve got is your energy
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sixth of a quantum of Earth"s original Amenti quantum is in NET Earth where

Earth"s original Amenti quantum is in NET Earth where we are. And a sixth

out a 12th quantum of the greens and get them out to safety, well,

didn"t have the quantum that would be coming in from the point of opening
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almost does a quantum resolution I think, when you have a bunch of people
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out at theY, quantum transmutation point or transfiguration point of the body, that is
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lot of the quantum this, quantum that, that is Etheric, that is Ketheric, thaL

the quantum this, quantum that, that is Etheric, that is Ketheric, thaL you know

original Amenti Earth quantum. There is another place called Median Earth that is right

of the Amenti quantum of Earth that is still left and is still Krystiac.

that 1/3rd quantum was not corrupted. And we are in the middle of
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to one-half quantum point" of atomic transmutation/transfiguration, which begins halfway
through The

Page:  211

physical atomic body quantum literally changes state and transfers, with a corresponding
portion of

"one-quarter quantum point," which begins at the half-way point in the

already transmuted atomic quantum The part that is already transmuted temporarily
contracts as a

its awareness and quantum between its "journeying" Rasha Body "Bi-locate" and

yet-transmuted atomic quantum of the physical atomic body remains in its "home"

already transmuted atomic quantum) "rides" within the Rasha Body in a projection, Wait

portion of the quantum that you took out. So, it would be less dense

already transmuted atomic quantum expands back outward from the Rasha Body and into
the

"one-half quantum point," which begins at the start of the Ma-Sha
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already transmuted atomic quantum temporarily transfigures into an infra-sound radiation
pattern; the transfigured

of the atomic quantum transfers into the Spirit Body, which draws the remaining physical-

remaining physical-atomic quantum into a state of temporary atomic transmutation, So, the
part

of the atomic quantum transfers into the Spirit Body, which draws the remaining physical-

remaining physical-atomic quantum into a state of temporary atomic transmutation, in which
the

the physical-atomic quantum The body, your physical body temporarily merges with the Light

transmuted physical-atomic quantum and Light Body contract as a spark of light into

and Light Body quantum in tow, joins with the Spirit Body (within which

the transfigured atomic quantum is held as an infrasound pattern) and the full identity

or of smaller quantum, than that from which the identity projected, the re-manifesting

of its atomic quantum to a "BPR" co-resonant with that of the

temporarily storing any quantum excess within the Light Body contracted within the Rasha
Body.

transmuted physical-atomic quantum, and the Spirit Body, carrying the transfigured atomic
quantum, "

the transfigured atomic quantum, "Slide" back to the "home" station from which

temporarily transfigured atomic quantum (held as an infra-sound pattern within the Spirit



state of physicalatomic quantum transmuted to light, and the Light Body and the temporarily

transmuted physical-atomic quantum down-step their BPR and expand back outward from
the

the not-yettransmuted-quantum of the physical-atomic form, with its surrounding Light
Body,
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reached the" full quantum poinf" of atomic transmutation/transfiguration to enter the Krystar
State
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of the atomic quantum has been transmuted into "light," Or mana the KaiA-
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atomic ManE Body quantum has been "re-enlightened" or transmuted into mana "

the physical atomic quantum next engages the KaiA-Krysta "Ma-sha" Cycle of

the remaining manE quantum of the atomic ManE Body progressively transmutes into mana "

the temporary, half-quantum, physical-atomic "re-enlightned Mana Body," as simultaneously
the

ManE Body mana quantum and the Light Body mana quantum progressively "re-spiritualize"

Light Body mana quantum progressively "re-spiritualize" and transfigure into manU infra-
sound
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Span"), the remaining quantum of the temporary physical-atomic Mana Body engages
transfiguration of

carries the entire quantum of the manU-transfigured Light Body and the entire
quantumminus-

and the entire quantumminus-1-atom of the manU-transfigured physical ManE Body as

"1-atom-quantum" of mana from the "last mana-atom" of the

"1-atom-quantum" mana sheathe surrounding the manU core of the Zhyrah, draws

itself a proportional quantum of prana from the Spirit Body, and converts to the

to the larger-quantum manA radiation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Body and adds quantum, so it becomes ManA. Where it went from the Mana,

33 1/3 quantum base energy. Following this "manA conversion," Or the conversion

in a proportional quantum of eirA radiation from the Spirit Body and again converts,

"1-atom-quantum" sheathe, the entire original quantum of the ascending identity, as

the entire original quantum of the ascending identity, as the Zhyrah super atom, now



up" the additional quantum of prana and eirA from the Spirit Body through the

conversions" This additional quantum of Spirit Body radiation "thrusf" (which is equal

equal to the quantum provided by the biological parents at conception of the physical

"parental conception quantum," So, when your parents get together and an egg gets

is a donated quantum and this becomes important later, when we get into the

"parental conception quantum," part of which returns to the Spirit Body of each

the "parental quantum" is released, the Zhyrah engages Transmigration, as it is drawn

gift of equal quantum manU radiation from the Cosmic Spirit Body, into which the
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gift of equal quantum of ManU Radiation that the Cosmic Spirit Body gives to
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holding twice the quantum and two perfect imprints (the original and the Reishaic

of the double quantum that was given by the Reishaic Record. The "Reishaic
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Hyper-jump" ("Quantum Leap") ascension passage, through the Spanner Core Flow Gates (
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and the atomic quantum is returned to the Akashic Record ofthe personal Spirit Body,

original personal energy quantum, the "Birth Quantum" with which the incarnate was imbued

the "Birth Quantum" with which the incarnate was imbued at the point of

of "Birth Quantum Depletion." However, the inorganic mutation of the earthly mortal body
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return its entire quantum" to the Spirit Body Gha-fa, (including the quantum

(including the quantum of the atomic mortal body). and the identity will temporarily

temporarily transfigure its quantum into the form of infra-sound radiation characteristic to the

it back the quantum of its energy that was "left behind" as the

expending its Birth Quantum," which is called the "ZhEon"; the "ZhEon" is

ZhEon" is a quantum-spark of conscious eirA Spirit Body energy entered into the
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and Light Body quantum back into the Spirit Body through genuine Bhardoah Transition. Not

of the body"s quantum back out, transmute it back out into the Spirit Body

holds the "quantum instructions" that regulate the bio-rhythms and space-time relationships

body; these "quantum instructions" of the ZhEon are bio-chemically encoded as the
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turned around and quantum adjusted to become the turned around quantum adjusted frozen
light

the turned around quantum adjusted frozen light that is matter that makes up the

the "half-quantum atomic transfiguration point." At this point, the "Bhardoah Point,"

integration The ENTIRE QUANTUM ofthe identity is "returned to Spirit Substance," which is

which is the quantum required to fulfill the Mashayah Transgeneisis that releases the
biochemical-
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Body, the finite quantum of eirA energy still held by the ZhEon will draw

expends its remaining quantum to "fuel its own spin," which enables mana exchange,

"ZhEon" birth-quantum depletion is called the" Transition Point," and it is the
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its final stored quantum of infrasound "spirit" radiation into the ZhEon. This is

released Density-1 quantum into the Eumbi etheric-duct below the navel. Following "

its Density-2 quantum into the AzurA etheric-duct at the Thymus Base. Following

its Density-3 quantum into the Rajhna etheric-duct in the Pineal Gland at
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3 "embodied quantum" out of the below-navel Eumbi and Pineal Rajhna etheric-
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aspects ofthe identities quantum, aside from the Rasha Body and the remaining "deceased

of the original quantum "donated by each parent" at the conception point of

ascending identity" a quantum that is "in-organic to its own Spirit Body

of the identity"s quantum" within the Spirit Body Gha-fa "As the Bhardoah

the "final quantum," That was the body the Va-Ba- TE Cell "
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the "missing quantum" back to the Source from which it originally came. So

to replace the quantum missing from that, because it is all about quantum resolution.

is all about quantum resolution. Ascension is all about quantum resolution. First of all,

is all about quantum resolution. First of all, if you can not drop your

are missing a quantum. They would have to get hosted out or somebody would

them the extra quantum to make up what your Va-Ba-TE was holding.

came replacing the quantum that was missing from that source as well.. If the



with a "quantum reduction" equal to the quantum that was "lost" and

equal to the quantum that was "lost" and remained "trapped" within the

... how much quantum did you start with to the point where you had

you lost a quantum on the first one that you did not make it

out with less quantum than you had the first time, right? You have to

complete expenditure of quantum where you never reconnect to the Spirit Body and you
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"their missing quantum finds them. So, it hangs up both sides. Now, there

returns the missing quantum" to the others in space-time to whom the Va-
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give off a quantum of frequency of ourselves that would not bother them. It

would get that quantum back, but it would stimulate their own natural process for

on how much quantum was there to begin with, because some people are born

born with less quantum than others, because of the fact that they may have

that have more quantum. There are people who have less. But anyway, this is
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returns the missing quantum" to the others in space-time to whom the Va-

1/6th_Amenti quantum "Caduceus Earth reversed-spin Hybernation Zones on January 7,

our 1/61h quantum of Amenti, it is called NET Earth and the other

other 1/61h quantum that used to be part of the NET Earth that

is force that quantum ... here goes the heat, hold on. [Track 5]

which the Amenti quantum, say if that was 100% quantum was first split into

that was 100% quantum was first split into 2f3rd quantum still stayed Krystiac, and

split into 2f3rd quantum still stayed Krystiac, and 1f3rd went into the NET field,

3rd of the quantum, whatever the whole quantum was of Amenti Earth, that is

whatever the whole quantum was of Amenti Earth, that is still protected, it is

Y, of its quantum and putting it on reverse spin to form the Hibernation

1f3rd of the quantum went there, 1f3rd went to Median Earth and 1J3rd went
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literally splits the quantum of the whatever that thing is, ZhEon, one of the

so a Y, quantum replica of the gene code, which should be the gene

are missing a quantum, in other words, a part of our own quantum, which



of our own quantum, which if something was not done about, we would not

and get our quantum back would be ... it is necessary. And they are

1/6th_Amenti quantum "Caduceus Earth reversed-spin Hybernation Zones on January 7,

in as raw quantum into the Phantom system And the Phantom system is going
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its long-missing quantum" as the PLANETARY VA-BOU-DI DUST FROM THE BHARDOAHING
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energy starts, the quantum building starts that flows outward to become the stuff that
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different sizes, proportions, quantum and different energy types, alright. This is showing just,
I
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much of its quantum is in front of the Creation Point Door or behind

all of its quantum is here in the ManA, ElorA based system So, that
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the 1/3 quantum of Earth, Amenti Earth, original Amenti Earth, that has stayed
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half-point of quantum transfiguration. And then if you continued, you would go on
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portion of the quantum that fell from this, that formed the Milky Way Galaxy
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don"t have enough quantum even with uniting all their black holes, which is what

be the full quantum of Amenti Earth, that now it is broken down into

there"s 1/6 quantum of NET Earth that is still aligned with Median Earth.

of, 1/6 quantum of the Caduceus Earth, that used to be part of

that 1/6 quantum was whipped into reverse spin in 9562 BC, which caused
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all of that quantum and be able to take the rest of Median Earth,
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it keeps a quantum balance. I don"t even know if that"s natural for planets



it keeps the quantum-this is why Earth doesn"t grow and get bigger. Because
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this place, as quantum, into the Hibernation Zones alignment. And now the Hibernation Zones

the Phantom Earth quantum that fell before They did it before NET Earth did.
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and reduce its quantum by half and made another set of them and pulled
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be getting that quantum back, because they are releasing their ... va-what? Va-
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dragged in as quantum. And that"s why new agreements were happening between-big ones-

little hole as quantum. Just, you know, pure ripped apart quantum that they can

pure ripped apart quantum that they can put together into whatever mutated form they

it send the quantum that was stolen from Earth, the parts of the codes

Bou"-Di Dust quantum. And that will allow portions of this Earth to be
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full One-Quarter Quantum Group Bi-location Slide. So, welcome to slides. Now, once
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our own missing quantum back as this is occurring, because as that spark is

elemental, the missing quantum of Elemental Vapor back in to our atomic structure So
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up our missing quantum, we"re going to bring the Hosters out And as we
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that had hijacked quantum there. Try to feel it"s a funny feeling actually. There

yours. That"s the quantum that was taken from you in the Fetal Integration process

receiving the extra quantum that came in to the body. But there is still
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that little extra quantum that would give them the extra bit to spark when

will have enough quantum to at least push it out, spread it out to
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Source replicates Backflow quantum from Ascension ~;~~~ 1d~~1~ate~ ~~~ o~~t~irn~~
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portion of the quantum mass which means the matter base which also means stars
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generation cycles or quantum building cycles. And then you have two-let"s say, different
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replicates and builds quantum of Spirit energy that creates what is called the EcoushaTA
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and what the quantum of that energy is and how much of it is
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always equal in quantum at any one given point. So it is an egalitarian
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this process of quantum replication that I am not going to go heavily into

energy has what quantum, how far in front of Creation Point certain energies are,

Cousha, through its quantum replication, it built quantum, built quantum, to the point-and

replication, it built quantum, built quantum, to the point-and structure, to the point

built quantum, built quantum, to the point-and structure, to the point where it
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Takeyons, and there"s quantum building, quantum replication, and it"s by this process that
the

there"s quantum building, quantum replication, and it"s by this process that the Light Body

amplifies an original quantum, and it replicates and replicates more and replicates more, and

Takeyon Cycles, of quantum-building, that leads to the point of being able to
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another process of quantum building, that at a certain point allows all of the

certain point of quantum building through the phasing of the Alons, ShAions, KAions, and



point, there"s enough quantum built where all the polarity layers between them depolarize,
and
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were measured in quantum, like how much Partiki power it has, and that goes
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the Harmonic Key Quantum Generation Cycles. They plug into here. They actually come in
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of the planetary quantum in it. This is where Atlantis went. One of them
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ARPS to how quantum of what interfaces with what and where, so it changes
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regenerate its own quantum. And that is what the Daisy of Death paradigm is.
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it makes more quantum and it feeds the whole system to make it a
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more of the quantum of the grids. They turned over this Matrix. This is
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there is no quantum generation because your Arcs are stuck in a Daisy of
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we"re learning about Quantum Resolution and about EirA, ManA, Mana, and Prana, and all

have a base quantum of 21 f positive Partiki power, right, of the power
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of Spirit-Body quantum that is bound to the Atomic structure of an incarnate
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Seed Zeion Light quantum, the EirA GhaRE and the Eiron Stream. The process that
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donated Light Body Quantum from both parents) fuels the physical development, cellular
growth and

"parental donated quantum" of the Va-Bha-TE Cell initiates growth and development

reaches the "Quantum Tolerance Point" of being able to hold the electro-magnetic

the electro-magnetic quantum of new spirit identity. From the Fertilization Point, the "

its Etaur Consciousness quantum into the Aah-JhA" Hydro-Acoustic Body Rasha Seed, setting

Zeion light· quantum, and the EirA Gha-RE" spirit quantum into the Rash

Gha-RE" spirit quantum into the Rash a Seed. The Zeion and Gha-RE

and Gha-RE Quantum become the "birth quantum of Spirit and Light for

the "birth quantum of Spirit and Light for the new embodiment. The SEDa

a sufficient growth-quantum to hold the new spirit. In contemporary times, the spirit

parental donated energy quantum reaches critical depletion and can no longer sustain the
cellular
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the parent gift quantum from the VabaTE Cell grows the fetal structure to qtm

("qtm" =quantum) 2. Fetal Integration starts 33rd.S6th day after fertilization. The

mana-Zeion light quantum and the- EirA-GhaRE spirit quantum (in the Rasha

EirA-GhaRE spirit quantum (in the Rasha Seed) forming the ManU quantum Eiron

forming the ManU quantum Eiron Stream of Consciousness. The Eiron Stream becomes the
conscious
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and GharE"-EirA quantums and draws them through the 01 Thymus-Duct-1 and
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as its energy quantum will become too large for the body of the mother

original manaZeion Birth Quantum and EirA-GhaRE" and Light Body Diad Quantum into
atomic

Light Body Diad Quantum into atomic translation and transduction. The "Fetal Integration



Process"
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sense a significant quantum build-up of these 3 layers of "ion clouds",
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sense a significant quantum build-up of the 3 dimensional layers of "ion
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to "CriticalMass-Quantum-Spin". 21. Next engage a "Cycle of 12, Spin-
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"Critical-Mass-Quantum-Spin" within your stationary 3-dimensional Pentagonal Grail
Window. The
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GharE" (Spirit quantum embedded in atoms). Listening to your Body "in its

Gharoche" (distorted quantum of the atomic GharE") to be "shaken free" and
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to absorb a quantum of Living Water from your Water Seed. 59. EXHALE gently,
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draw the entire quantum of your Pale-Aqua-Blue-Silver ORB into the Water
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3 of the Quantum of this Gate). Which is enough to allow the entire
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of Spirit body quantum tethered to atomic structure), and the Gharoche (the environmentally
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reached critical mass quantum. This set in motion a complex series of activations throughout
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of Spirit body quantum tethered to atomic structure), and Gharoche (the environmentally
polarized,
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"invisible" stored quantum of Mana-light around their nucleus, which enables the atoms
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balance and generate quantum power within the Axiatonal and Meridian Lines and Uni-
genetic

Amp Practicum for quantum amplification of embodied energy ftows in preparation for PS !-
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upper sub-harmonic quantum circulation through the Axiatonai-Meridian Lines & bio-fields:
For
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The Internal Body Quantum "War of Attrition" The Biological War between the +

Physical-Atomic Body Quantum Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient" Potentials
&
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Meridian strength and quantum through physical Ah-RA-yas; to activate Buddha Codes
within
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and acquire the quantum of the adjacent-EckashaA Wesedak/Wesedrak and parallei-Eckasha
Bourgha
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Host Carriers. The quantum of Net-Earth"s grids capable of running Krystic frequency would

a co-resonant quantum just exceeding the capacity of the The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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minimum 2/3-quantum-thrust) with the Shield of The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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minimum 2/3-quantum-thrust) with the Shield of Soloman/AdorA Omega-Override Host,

Hosted 2/3 quantumthrust of Net-Earth"s organic Penta-gor"-ian Circulatory System, and
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within the "quantum, size & matter-density" appropriate to your reality field. One
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The Internal Body Quantum "War of Attrition" The Biological War between the+ GharE"/

Physical-Atomic Body Quantum Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient Potentials"
&
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Host at 213-quantum-thrust. The 151 Aquai"-ah de So-La"-RA LU"na

Shield 1!6th Quantum Pull-Back, GrU-al Reclaim, Middle Earth Edonic Bud-Gate
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within the "quantum, size & matter-density" appropriate to your reality field. One
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Building-up the quantum thrust of the activated Sa-A"-da Encryption by consistently
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Wave as their quantum "pulls gently inward and upward", through the "spaces

of the atomic quantum into the AhVE"-yas body. 10. Exhale gently, then breathe

the transmuted atomic quantum enters the Endo-plasmic Ah-VE"-yas Body, it draws
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have put a quantum of energy behind the "new positive Self-Speak Corrections"

the cumulative energy quantum held be the old "negative Self-Speak pattern". The
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Green Dragon grid quantum through the Treaty of AI-Ben"-Yhan, July 2008, all
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Wave as their quantum pulls gently inward and upward through the spaces between the

of the atomic quantum into the Ah-VE"-yas Body. Exhale gently and then

the transmuted atomic quantum enters the Endo-plasmic Ah-VE"-yas Body it draws
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harnessed and its quantum is fed off of, until it is dies, and becomes

part of its quantum fell to become the Milky Way system So, it"s literally
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different level of quantum depending on what its number is. If its encryption is

have a smaller quantum than a 12 would- that kind of thing. They actually
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that is a quantum of frequency from the Andromeda Universe, the Adjugate-9 connection.
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lost so much quantum that the Black Holes had greater quantum than the system

Holes had greater quantum than the system They can"t eat stuff bigger than them.

than themselves in quantum because they don"t have enough pull to do that So
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It"s a whole quantum from our Ecka-Veca system where the whole thing fell
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anyway if the quantum burned itself out too far- you couldn"t even attempt to
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wanted to keep quantum. And that"s really sad. So, it"s like there are good



to get your quantum back out or you get stuck. And this was known
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of their own quantum in Kryst Alignment that they could go and rescue. They
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Earth and the quantum of this Veca Shield; it is going to fall, the

still has enough quantum that it can hold them in the same position. This
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to generate enough quantum to overpower the quantum of energy that is actually holding

to overpower the quantum of energy that is actually holding your Host. So they
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the smaller less quantum spiral, that"s just trying to grow. And at a certain
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within the "quantum, size & matter-density" appropriate to your reality field. One
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Building-up the quantum thrust of the activated Sa-A"-da Encryption by consistently
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Wave as their quantum "pulls gently inward and upward", through the "spaces

of the atomic quantum into the Ah-VE"-yas body. 10. Exhale gently, then

the transmuted atomic quantum enters the Endo-plasmic Ah-VE"-yas Body, it draws
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have put a quantum of energy behind the "new positive Self-Speak Corrections"

the cumulative energy quantum held be the old "negative Self-Speak pattern". Before
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Reversed +GharE Quantum from the Seed plus 1 CA-LOR<6 captured Elementi>)

@The remaining quantum of the Ah-VE-yas KA-Lor & Joule &
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retrieved, the portions/quantum ofthe D-3, D-2 and then D-1 displaced
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ve Prana-joules quantum. The +ve Prana-joule quantum rises vertically to the

ve Prana-joule quantum rises vertically to the Eiron Point of the Ah-VE-

Prana +ve quantum) around the Eiron Point. The Mana +ve quantum enters

Mana +ve quantum enters the Atumus ( -ve) and neutralizes its -

round builds a quantum of +ve Mana within the Atumus and Ah-VA-

Body, and a quantum of +ve Prana-joules within the Prana-joule Ring
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to the ShaLAea quantum of the corresponding Light Body level, causing the ShaLAea Fields
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as far as Quantum Physics and theories such as that, they are moving into
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portion of Earth"s quantum, Amenti Earth"s quantum that did not go in to the

quantum, Amenti Earth"s quantum that did not go in to the fall and into

the original Amenti quantum that never got entangled in the negative de-evolutionary path.

portion of the quantum of The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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part of Earth"s quantum fell into full reversal to form Phantom Earth. All right,

third of the quantum, the whole quantum 1 00%-a third of it was

quantum, the whole quantum 1 00%-a third of it was gone there. A

third of the quantum was held in Median Earth under protection where it couldn"t

the Blended Earth quantum which was the final third in the middle. We are

(1/3) quantum so we are a 61h (1/6) quantum. Well

(1/6) quantum. Well that got split too into Higher and Lower Earth.

but in a quantum that from the point of I believe they said 13,400

of our Earth"s quantum that is physically solid. When you"re there it"s as solid

into the larger quantum of Median Earth. So we"re going to be learning a
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with the larger quantum of the environmental field around you which means you"re aligned
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us by a quantum, what"s called the dominant quantum, where the quantum of the

called the dominant quantum, where the quantum of the collective is stronger than your

quantum, where the quantum of the collective is stronger than your own little one,
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allowing for perpetual quantum exchange and self-regeneration between the personal
Encryption Lattice and
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by, the greater-quantum Unified Field Encryption Lattice-thus the individual shares a
perpetual,

of a greater-quantum "Quarantined Field"". So this is different. So when you

Page:  33

of a greater-quantum "Quarantined Field" such as a black hole system "

is a smaller quantum that the individual is interacting with as its Unified Field"

of the greater-quantum Quarantined Field by an inorganic static bond through which energy

of a greater-quantum Quarantined Field by an inorganic static bond through which energy

but the larger quantum one will always win, and that will be the larger

field of greater quantum to which the individual is bonded will control and direct,

direct, by "Quantum Dominance", the contours and BPR of the personal Encryption Lattice-

of the greater-quantum field to which it is adhered. "In Fall Systems,
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to the greater-quantum power of the Encryption Lattice of the environmental collective "
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what the dominant quantum will be in the Planetary Encryption Field or Encryption Lattice.
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which the primary quantum of Earth is now engaged through 66% quantum alignment of

engaged through 66% quantum alignment of its Planetary Encryption Lattice and
geomagnetic field to
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harness it, the quantum, which we will get to know a little bit. "

it fills the quantum of the other black hole that is going to explode

a self-contained, finitequantum "Quarantined Black Hole Fall System" that was destined, by

of its finite quantum, and resultant full-system particle/ anti-particle annihilation"because
that
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"feed the quantum spin" of their falling galaxy to postpone the organic consequence
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period, the energy quantum of our Solar System and that of the Parallel Solar

in time,"" the quantum of the two solar systems first compacting into a "

Mechanics. The energy quantum of our Solar System, and that of the Parallel Solar
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Vehicle begins "quantum feeding" from the remaining local living-energy environments of our

galaxies, and initiating quantum growth and spin-speed acceleration, following the Fibonacci
expansion sequence,

through perpetual "quantum feeding" of the life-fields of both galaxies." So it

more of the quantum into itself What"s interesting is, once it gets, what it

a "singular quantum field of inorganic, superluminal, artificial static-radiation Dead Light
particulates,"

and the superluminal quantum-radiation particulate field of what had been the two solar

is then "quantum-transferred" The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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Galaxy as "quantum influx"" So, they are using this time anomaly to drag

Vehicles. "Once quantum transfer has occurred,"-so once the thing is formed in

the Metatronically-harnessed quantum of what was the two solar systems is transferred
within

the "singular quantum field of inorganic, superluminal, artificial static-radiation Dead Light
particulates,""-
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under the Hierarchical Quantum Dominance of the Metatronic Encryption Lattice of the finite-
life,

what its larger Quantum Encryption Lattice is, will actually dominate your personal Encryption
Lattice,

have more energy quantum than you do as an individual. All right, so it

under the Hierarchical Quantum Dominance of the Metatronic Encryption Lattice of the finite-
life,

spin with the quantum of captured energy inside, be it a being, or a

just space-dust quantum, into The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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Planetary Encryption Lattice Quantum Dominance,"-which is what the planet is going into in
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with what the Quantum Dominant Mess is here, and that will be the Metatronic
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Planetary Encryption Lattice Quantum Dominance, or consciously through intentional practice
of Death Star Merkaba

Page:  56



or unknowingly, through Quantum Dominance override automatically generated by Metatronic
Coding running within the

the personal smaller-quantum Merkaba Fields is directly and continually affected by the
condition

of the larger-quantum environmental Planetary Merkaba Fields, Encryption Lattice and
geomagnetic field." "

If the dominant quantum percentage of the Planetary Body Merkaba Fields , Encryption
Lattice

a dominant 66%-quantum of Earth"s Planetary Encryption Lattice, Merkaba Fields and
geomagnetic field
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create the dominant-quantum configuration for the environmental planetary atomic structure
and planetary life-

the Illuminati"s "Quantum Harvest" of body, soul and spirit will unfold. As full
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a "singular quantum field of Metatronic particulate space-dust," as the Solar System
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"The greater quantum of the planetary Metatronic Time-Harness will override the smaller

override the smaller quantum of the existing Encryption Lattice, BPR and Epigenetic Overlay
configurations
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environmental Metatronic Code quantum-override from the planetary geomagnetic field
Metatronic TimeHarness. Individuals successfully
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Omega Alignment DNA quantumoverride that will occur through Earth"s geomagnetic field.
But conscious-spirit

automatically control- by Quantum Dominance- the Encryption Lattice BPR of Earth"s life-
field and
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the amount of quantum that the Rods had and they split them and they
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portion of the quantum of the grids that are quarantined. And it literally accelerates
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own, just a quantum of it from the Journey we"re taking tonight And then

create a replica quantum of that, because the Beloveds will actually run it down.



you keep your quantum, but we will be able to seed a little bit
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"take a quantum of energy", harness it, they twist it up in a

and take that quantum elsewhere. So they become vehicles that certain ones, certain beings,
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generate their own quantum. So this will begin, but also on the AdorA side
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We"re bringing a quantum of this beautiful, sparkling energy in, and then, exhale gently

these three little quantums or quanta of energy that we brought up from that
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of a replica quantum of the Silver-Seed. You keep your own, but you"re
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it has enough quantum that it will actually make a double of itself and
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about building enough quantum to actually do what the planet does in 2012. The
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some of the quantum back but that"s for 2012 stuff probably. I don"t think
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there is another quantum coming down, almost like making pillars of the Arcs so

give it the quantum boost as if it already had its Mana Body there

the Light Body quantum. So we are going to get our Orb, and it
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and build enough quantum, and then they would naturally shift back over here into

us a host quantum of energy that because we don"t have the energy that
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to generate some quantum. So I just The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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sparking that enough quantum builds and here that triggers an opening here and there"s

pick up the quantum of its corresponding Light Body level and that is how



you pull your quantum into that space, then you use the power of thought

there is enough quantum of joules stored, that creates a Backflow It opens that
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to have enough quantum just by breathing it; it"s like healthier air than here.
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spark. They send quantum up there. It would open. The quantum would be back-

would open. The quantum would be back-flowed to the Spirit Body all the

you built up quantum. And then, once you built up quantum, you would start

you built up quantum, you would start to go through the Transfiguration. Next one,

as you"re building quantum up around here, up around that point in your Ah-

certain point of quantum-building, all of this pulls up again as you"re progressively

lot of joule quantum at the core at the AzurA level of your body.

body. And that quantum allows the transfiguration of your atomic structure to occur, and
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together and combine quantum and take the atomic quantum with them up into core

take the atomic quantum with them up into core state And from this place
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will bring your quantum over there into Orb State. And then there will be
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to split the quantum of this Merkaba into 2 other quanta. We"re going to
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dominion of the quantum of this planet and this solar system So there is

that"s plural for quantum energy. If they"re interested in that energy, what do they

the raw energy quantum -the quantum of the energy itself because, where these

quantum -the quantum of the energy itself because, where these races ... we
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to harness large quantums of energy, to bring them in to their black hole
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just raw energy quantum. But what"s most important to them is ... is literally

a lot of quantum in the cores of our planets and our sun -

do with the quantum of our solar system and our planet, is explained in

to harness the quantum of this planet- would prefer to harness and take the

and take the quantum of the individuals on the planet also, but even if
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is still the quantum of the planet and the solar system itself that they
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a tiny little quantum within a large quantum of people who are not going

within a large quantum of people who are not going in that direction at
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engages acceleration and quantum expansion via the inorganic growth ratios of the Fibonacci
sequence,

light"-through internal quantum self-generation, following the mathematical correspondences
characteristic to the organic
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a poorly planned quantum joyride that inevitably ends in a deadly crash at the

Page:  11

"biological electromagnetic quantum," which exists in a symbiotic bio-electric interrelationship
with the

then a critical quantum of the "collective human body" could be used to

to create "quantum override" of the organic electromagnetic coding of Earth"s Star-Gate

Page:  13

as a "quantum of energy," then the two previous numbers are "added

in "energy quantum" terms, the eternal quantum integrity of all previous numbers remains

terms, the eternal quantum integrity of all previous numbers remains constant, as the quanta

as a unique quantum expansion born of relative multiplication of the quanta before. This
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allowing for perpetual quantum exchange and self-regeneration between the personal
Encryption Lattice and

by, the greater-quantum Unified Field Encryption Lattice-thus the individual shares a
perpetual,

of a greater-quantum "Quarantine Field." Because of this dynamic, a manifest individual

of the greater-quantum Quarantine Field by an inorganic static bond through which energy

field of greater quantum to which the individual is bonded will control and direct,

direct, by "Quantum Dominance," the contours and BPR of the personal Encryption Lattice-

of the greater-quantum field to which it is adhered. In Fall Systems, "
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to the greater-quantum power of the Encryption Lattice of the environmental collective.
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intended "expendable quantum resource" through which to fulfill their "End Times Master

Page:  21

to the 66% quantum alignment of Earth"s Planetary Encryption Lattice, and geomagnetic
field, to
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self-contained, finite-quantum "Quarantined Black Hole Fall System" that was destined, by
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"feed the quantum spin" of their falling galaxy to postpone the organic consequence
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Vehicle begins "quantum feeding" from the remaining local living-energy environments of our

Way galaxies, initiating quantum growth and spin-speed acceleration, following the Fibonacci
expansion sequence,

through perpetual "quantum feeding" from the life-fields of both galaxies. As the

Page:  27

a "singular quantum field of inorganic, superluminal, artificial static-radiation Dead Light
particulates,"

and the superluminal quantum-radiation particulate field (of what had been the two

- then "quantum-transfers" through the Metatronic Alpha-Omega Wormhole passages, out of

Galaxy as "quantum influx." Once quantum transfer has occurred, and the Metatronically-
harnessed

quantum influx." Once quantum transfer has occurred, and the Metatronically-harnessed
quanta of what

the "singular quantum field of inorganic, superluminal, artificial static-radiation Dead Light
particulates"

under the Hierarchical Quantum Dominance of the Metatronic Encryption Lattice of the finite-
life

Page:  28

Planetary Encryption Lattice Quantum Dominance, or consciously through intentional practice
of Death Star Merkaba
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or unknowingly, through Quantum Dominance override automatically generated by Metatronic
Coding running within the



the personal smaller-quantum Merkaba Fields is directly and continually affected by the
condition

of the larger-quantum environmental Planetary Merkaba Fields, Encryption Lattice and
geomagnetic field. The

If the dominant quantum percentage of the Planetary Body Merkaba Fields, Encryption Lattice
and

a dominant 66%-quantum of Earth"s Planetary Encryption Lattice, Merkaba Fields and
geomagnetic field

create the dominant-quantum configuration for the environmental planetary atomic structure
and planetary life-
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the Illuminati"s "Quantum Harvest" of body, soul and spirit will unfold. As full

a "singular quantum field of Metatronic particulate space-dust," as the Solar System
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Overlay. The greater quantum of the planetary Metatronic Time-Harness will override the
smaller

override the smaller quantum of the existing Encryption Lattice, BPR and Epigenetic Overlay
configurations
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environmental Metatronic Code quantum-override from the planetary geomagnetic field
Metatronic Time-Harness. Individuals
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Omega Alignment DNA quantum-override that will occur through Earth"s geomagnetic field.
But conscious-
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automatically control-by Quantum Dominance-the Encryption Lattice BPR of Earth"s life-field
and
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existence. The full quantum of Source is so powerful that replication, but with lesser

but with lesser quantum, is needed in order to maintain the integrity of the
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hold the proper quantum of energy and polarity relationships for the Eternal Life Creation

Creation process. The quantum represents the amount of frequency a system"s shield has
with

(with more quantum) Merkaba Field, the Primal Light Field of our PCM System
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spark and generate quantum .... The Krystal Spiral represents the mathematical formula of
Eternal

generate the core quantum and creates the continuation of the Krystal Spiral." What followed
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a Harmonic Key Quantum Production and Accretion Cycle corresponding to the frequencies
inherent to
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1 , creating quantumharness field Also known as the "FiB of NO Chi"
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Source replicates Backflow quantum from Ascension ~- "Sftde( replica of ElorA - the
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1 , creating quantumharness field Also known as the "FiB of NO Chi"
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numbers arise as quantum potentials in the detailed description of the extended Partiki
Phasing
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the Orb Flow quantum in your AzurA & Karanadis Seal. At the end of
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have had enough quantum to hold the ascension path open. Later, we heard an
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is the embodied quantum of Ah Yah field blended with the personal Ghar E)
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progressively expand the quantum, size and number of Light Body Cells in the organic
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cycle of energy-quantum self-generation that is composed of 12 Harmonic Key Generation

building self-generated quantum of geleziac-radiation ―pre-quark sparks,‖ that interact with

of stored energy-quantum, or ―Ta Key ions‖/Takeyons; Takeyons further accrete into

the size and quantum-thrust of the Rasha Body structure, and fueling ―cellular

certain amount of quantum-thrust or ―Harmonic Key radiation-quotient‖ has been
generated

into the StarBorn Quantum-Replication Cycles through which the Cells of the Light Body

Harmonic Key joule-quantum into quark/atomic/molecular/cellular structure. At the ―Big-
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GharE‘ embodied Spirt quantum, in order to engage the Krystar Ascension ―KaLE Hara
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EirA-based energy quantum, which is an essential prerequisite for genuine biological
Transfigurative Ascension).

EirA-based energy quantum; a prerequisite for genuine biological Transfigurative Ascension).
Achieving Activation Level
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Wave, a small quantum of the elemental matter-body of personal and planetary ―

within a small quantum of the ―waters‖ composing the biological anatomy of the

have initiated small-quantum embodied ―Kick-Start‖ Hydrolase Conversion, their physical
bodies begin

achieve ―small-quantum biological Kick-Start‖ of organic Hydrolase Conversion, and
resultant triggering

on‖ a small-quantum of the Hydrolase Conversion Wave, and resultant ability of Solar

imbuing a small-quantum of Earth‘s waters with the ability of Hosted Hydrolase
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ZhEon-Seed Light Quantum, the EirA GhaRE‘ (personal spirit quantum embedded within
atoms)

(personal spirit quantum embedded within atoms) and the Eiron Stream; workshop also
introduces
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balance and generate quantum power within the Axiatonal and Meridian Lines and the Uni-

the quotient or quantum of which determines what evolutionary paths remain accessible and
available
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at 2/3-quantum-thrust. The 1st Aquai‘-ah de So-La‘-RA LU‘
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―Internal Body Quantum War of Attrition,‖ the Uni-genetic Underlay (UGU) and

Shield 1/6th Quantum Pull-Back; NET-Earth Grual Reclaim; Middle-Earth Edonic Bud-
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deflect a sufficient quantum of the 2012-Metatronic-55-Procyak Milky Way core-
transmissions
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deflect a sufficient quantum of the 2012-Metatronic-55-Procyak Milky Way core-
transmissions
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to one-half quantum point‖ of atomic transmutation/transfiguration. A ―Slide‖ involves a

―one-quarter quantum point‖ begins at the half-way point in the Bharda

―one-half quantum point‖ begins at the start of the Ma-Sha Phase-
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within the ―quantum, size & matter-density‖ appropriate to your reality field. One
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crystallization cycles & quantum expansion begin Organic Creation & Evolutionary Ascension
"Spirit Bodies
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the inorganic Ehy Quantum wt1icl1 Blocks Acitvation of th Aya Silver Seed Crystal in

Harnessed S irit Quantum. 33-56 day 4. lEi Gharoche" Due to the 6th

after.) The inorganic Ehyquantum harnesses part of the incoming Spirtl Quantumforming the
If and

the incoming Spirtl Quantumforming the If and Blends part of the quantum with reversed

part of the quantum with reversed recycled energy fragments from the elemental f<)ld
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the ZhEon birth quantum from the Spirit Body into the Light Body Seed Atom.

parental donated energy quantum reaches critical depletion and can no longer sustain cellu
lar
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- The Birth Quantum The Krystar Crystal Ascension Capsule of the Rash aLAe Body

ZhEon" is a quantum-spark of conscious EirA Spirit Body energy entered into the
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body. The Core Quantum of the GharE" remains in the dimensionalized Light Body structure
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and Light Body quantum back into the Spirit Body through genuine Bhardoah Transition. The
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is a minute quantum of radiation held at the core of the Va-Ba-

Cell". This minute quantum of radiation held at the core of the Va-Ba-

animal sperm, a quantum deficit is created within the fertilized egg, which by the

due to this quantum deficit, a small portion of the organic Silver Seed Crystal

"inorganically harnessed quantum of God-Source radiation" is referred to as the "

the Eh Y quantum", the organic process of Krystic "Fetal Integration" is disrupted;

the ZhEon Birth Quantum, a portion of the ZhEon quantum and thus a portion

of the ZhEon quantum and thus a portion of the " consciousness stream" of
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has accreted sufficient quantum of "recycled energy" to initiate Elemental-Fragment-current
circulation

inorganic "equal-quantum and oppositepolarity" Elemental-Force currents that are known as
the

in yet more quantum from the fetal-integrating organic spirit identity, unnaturally blending its

as a reduced-quantum GharE force, and the "Ghi-portion" reversing encryption to

entrapped "EhY" quantum harnessed at the center of the Va-Ba-tum Carbon-
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they build sufficient quantum of DhA-YaTEi Force to (Techniques-? A &7B)
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have build sufficient quantum of blended DhA-Ya- TEi Force, (following Technique-6B

Ya- TEi Force quantum of both the DhA Point and the Silver Seed Crystal

Ya- TEi Force quantum is further built and strengthened through specific breathing and
muscle

Ya- TEi Force quantum becomes stronger than the quantum of the core "Chi

stronger than the quantum of the core "Chi and Ghi Force" energies held

reversed-Chi core quantum of the "Ghi", and draws the "Ghi-core

"Ghi" core-quantum to be "clarified" and organically re-blended with the

"Ghi" core-quantum, the organic (but unnaturally isolated) "Chi" core-quantum

"Chi" core-quantum then re-integrates with its reclaimed "Ghi" and also

and also blends quantum with the DhA-Ya-TEi Force. The combined quantum of

Force. The combined quantum of the original DhA-Ya-TEi, and the reclaimed Chi



and Ghi core-quantum extends beyond the energy holding capacity of the inorganic electro-

this "critical quantum" is reached within the Dan Tein, the (Level-1)

Chi-Ghi core-quantum, the "heart of the biologicai666- Mutation", the EhY, can

both the organic quantum of the Ehy and the "TE" to be released
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crystallization cycles & quantum expansion begin Organic Creation & Evolutionary Ascension
AdorA & ElorA
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66% of her quantum, while the Aden incarnates only 33% of his quantum. When

33% of his quantum. When their contracts activate, Yoshi transfers plasma currents from
Krystar

66% of his quantum. Page 12 of 50 The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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currents & amplifies Quantum to Shield Core for Anchoring the Krystar Chamber Page 29
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currents & amplifies Quantum to Shield Core for Anchoring the Krystar Chamber Page 30
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currents & amplifies Quantum to Shield Core for Anchoring the Krystar Chamber The MCEO
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7 & amplifies Quantum to Shield Core; completion of Fold 4: the Tan-Tri-
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in Yoshi. 7. Quantum Equilibrium: Yoshi reaches full QTM holding & transfers Aden"s dormant
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their bodies become quantum plasma generators for the D-span Gate system. 3. YA-
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phasing for plasma-quantum generation. The entire D-span gate system of the Krystal

- the Plasma Quantum Power down stepped & amplified by the 3 777 D-
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is amplified in quantum thrust then upstepped in frequency to form artificial Green &
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2012, a critical quantum of Reversed False Plasma Ray will be brought into our

cause "Metatronic Quantum Override" of the "Arms of Aquareion" Host Chamber organic
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currents, reducing the quantum thrust of the False Plasmas & Metatronic Spirals enough to
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currents, reducing the quantum thrust of the False Plasmas & Metatronic Spirals enough to
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1 , Creating Quantum Harness f-----¥+.-----">-k Field Also known as the "FiB
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drawing its remaining quantum into Metatronic Harness at Axis-7. Inorganic Metatronic Death
Star

1 , Creating Quantum Harness t-----"lt"+r-::~ Fie I d A. The Octant

Rate of energy Quantum (FQ) from Cosmic, Galactic, Solar, Planetary & Biological center

etc.) through which Quantum increase in "Partiki Power" unfolds in increasing increments of

increasing increments of Quantum power per expansion following the "Star Born Cycle"
formula

Star creation, organic Quantum from the Krystal Spiral is harnessed and drained to
progressively

Spiral begins pulling quantum-weakened Krystal Spiral into Metatronic _ _____L_-x Spiral

Metatronic Spiral siphons Quantum from the Krystal Spiral progressively weakening the
Quantum Thrust of

progressively weakening the Quantum Thrust of the Krystal Spiral and Strengthening the
Metatronic Spiral.



Metatronic Spiral engages Quantum override of the Krystal Spiral and draws the Krystal Spiral

Krystal Spiral remaining Quantum into the Metatronic Spiral Harness. Axis-7 c. , _.

organic Krystal Spiral Quantum. Axis- 4 1/3 Metatronic Attachment B. The Metatronic Seed

and begins draining Quantum from the Krystal Spiral, progressively weakening the Quantum
Thrust of

progressively weakening the Quantum Thrust of the Krystal Spiral while strengthening the
Quantum Thrust

while strengthening the Quantum Thrust (Partiki power) of the Metatronic Spiral. The energy
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critical mass fall Quantum. They specialize in Ascension bioregenesis, and Evacuation of
viable life

"Critical Fall Quantum" on that date. Through the Covenant of AL-Hum-Bhra,
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of spin & Quantum gain. B. "Heart of RhAyas" activates in Krystal Fleet

of spin & Quantum gain. © A&A Deane, All Rights Reserved; Part of
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a bunch of quantum that are giving lip service and throwing the opposite frequency
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build up enough quantum of Beings that carry not just the K-Factor, but

there is certain quantum of this place that has become free Where the people
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This is how quantums balance with each other and this is what the Kryst
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as space dust quantum ... that we don"t have the memory matrix of our
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portion of their quantum is moving up the ... like as if it"s sliding
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we"re reclaiming the quantum by having ... we"re like the particle that goes over

to take our quantum back. Because that body quantum belongs to us on this

Because that body quantum belongs to us on this side. And it was reversed
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that is the quantum that you will be pulling back that belongs to you

part of your quantum that holds your encryption that"s been taken, completely reversed to

you"re reclaiming the quantum and that does mean the physical body on that side-

literally reclaiming the quantum you"re going to need to fight off the part that

part of the quantum, and it loosens the hold of the FAtalE on the

side of the quantum. So that"s part of what will happen with the clearings.
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-the 113 quantum left of the Amenti Earth"s quantum that wasn"t pulled into

the Amenti Earth"s quantum that wasn"t pulled into Fall that is still in safety
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but around the quantum of yourself that would be the FAtalE Overlord - if
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of frequency and quantum to play different roles in the hologram. Sometimes we come
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have a certain quantum of that Host secured within the Aquafaerion Shield, we"ll be
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- in a quantum of the same field- that is going to do this.
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are reclaiming the quantum by having to, we"re like the particle that goes over

to take our quantum back, because that body quantum belongs to us on this

because that body quantum belongs to us on this side and it was reversed

that is the quantum that you will be pulling back that belongs to you

part of your quantum that holds your encryption that is being taken completely reversed

And reclaiming the quantum, and that does mean the physical body on that side,

literally reclaiming the quantum you"re going to need to fight off the part that"s

part of the quantum and it loosens the hold of the FAtalE on the

side of the quantum. So, that"s part of what will happen with the clearings,
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Earth, the third quantum left of the Ament I Earth"s quantum that wasn"t pull

Ament I Earth"s quantum that wasn"t pull into fall that is still in safety
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Ray reversal", via quantum Metatronic drag. The ANShaTAsa Passage spiral will continue and
accelerate

a progressively building quantum drain upon the DhA·Yah-TEi Plane "D-

to "reduce quantum drain" on the AL-Hum-Bhra DhA-Yah-TEi PlanerD-

to maintain sufficient quantum to fulfill the Host.. The Krystal River Host Ascension Passages
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Inhale", draw a quantum of the Crystal-#4 plasma from Chakra-2 upward into
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more of its quantum life-field (a probability that I had not even
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1/3 original quantum of Amenti Earth that historically did not succumb to Metatronic
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(the salvageable quantum of original Amenti Earth) regained its birthright Grace as an

a point of quantum balance within its Elemental-Atomic-matter field, in which 1/
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elemental-atomic quantum transfigures and solidifies into the Eternal-Plasma-Light-Sound
Elemental-

of Elemental-atomic Quantum Balance" is referred to as the "DhA-Yah-fication

atomic-plasma-matter quantum between 1/1-2/2013, the Cosminyahas AI-Hum-Bhrus

atomic-plasma-matter quantum and engages "FLASH-Point". At Eye of ARhAyas AI-
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reach critical mass quantum within the Span of ARhAyas, initiating the point of Planetary

"elemental-atomic quantum balance" in which 1/3 of Aurora Ascension Earth"s elemental-

Earth"s elemental-atomic quantum transfigures and solidifies into the Eternal Plasma-Light-
Sound Elemental
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elemental-atomic plasma quantum. * On 1/1-2/2013 our Aurora Ascension Earth
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reach critial mass quantum acceleration causing the EYE of ARhAyas Al-Hum-Bhrus to

elemental-plasma-matter quantum, causing the two RhAyas Ah-min-yah 7 D-Span
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reach critical mass quantum within the "Span of ARhAyas", initiating the point of

( 1/3 quantum transfigured & solidified into the Eternal Plasma-Light-Sound Elemental
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(the salvageable quantum of original Amenti Earth) regained its birthright Grace as an

a point of quantum balance within its Elemental-Atomic-matter field, in which 1/

planetary elemental-atomic quantum transfigures and solidifies into the Eternal-PlasmaLight-
Sound Elemental-atomic

Point of Elementalatomic Quantum Balance" is referred to as the "DhA-Yah-fication
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atomic-plasma-matter quantum between 111- 2/2013, the Cosminyahas Al-Hum-Bhrus "

elemental-atomic-plasmamatter quantum and engages "FLASH-Point". At Eye of ARh.Ayas

reach critical mass quantum within the Span of ARhAyas, initiating the point of Planetary

of 11elemental-atomic quantum balance" in which 1/3 of Aurora Ascension Earth"s
elemental-

Earth"s elemental-atomic quantum transfigures and solidifies into the Eternal Plasma-Light-
Sound Elemental
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elemental-atomic plasma quantum. *On 1/1-2/2013 our Aurora Ascension Earth
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reach critical mass quantum within the "Span of ARhAyas", initiating the point of

(1/3 quantum transfigured & solidified into the Eternal Plasma-LightSound Elemental Plasmas
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thrust quotient. a quantum of energy. Keylons are like wattage: how much electrical energy
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picks up a quantum/cluster of Tryptite Plasma-Vapor-Sparks. The Neuronal Cluster Blueprint

by the Tryptite quantum gain), and at its core remains the now-spinning and
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When a critical quantum of Tryptites are generated, the Cha-RHa releases a Tryptolase
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reach critial mass quantum acceleration causing the EYE of ARhAyas AL-Hum-Bhrus to

elemental-plasma-matter quantum, causing the two RhAyas Ah-min-yah 7 D-Span
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reach critical mass quantum within the "Span of ARhAyas", initiating the point of

(1/3 quantum transfigured & solidified into the Eternal Plasma-LightSound Elemental Plasmas
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When a critical quantum of Tryptites are generated, the Cha-RHa releases a Tryptolase
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"stepped-down" quantum of frequency. Each Secondary KHY Site is directly "keyed"

the amount of quantum flow each KHY Site and AI-Hum-Bhra Passage carries),

carries), have the quantum power to Override distortions in the lowest Primary 8 KYE
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series of "quantum-disbursement frequency step-outs/step-downs", starting with the "
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correspondences, numerically (quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 12/2013. 2. Primary
KHY·

correspondences, numerically {quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 4/2·16/2014 3.

correspondences, numerically (quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 8/2014 4. Primary KHY-
Site-

numerically {in quantumthrust) below it. Activates: 8/2015 5. Primary KHY-Site-5:

numerically (in quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 8/2015 6. Primary KHY-Site-

numerically (in quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 4/2016 7. Primary KHY-Site-

numerically (in quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 4/2016 8. Primary KHY ·

correspondences, numerically {quantumthrust) below it. Activates: 12/2014· Engages Fail-
Safe Override
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within a sufficient-quantum grounding-base, the Internal Creation plasma frequency spectra
of the

Stage-1, a sufficientquantum External Creation grounding-base elemental frequency
platform is set, then
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has taken a quantumphysics- like leap in the past decade, and the single most
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to an equal Quantum of Cos-MA"-yah Flame. 0 It forms a Density-
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SA-yas Spark-Quantum & down stepping it into the D-2 Temporal Vehicle
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Prana-jou/es quantum. The +ve Prana-joule quantum rises vertically to the

ve Prana-joule quantum rises vertically to the Eiron Point of the Ah-VE-

Prana +ve quantum) around the Eiron Point. The Mana +ve quantum enters

Mana +ve quantum enters the A tum us (-ve) and neutralizes its

round builds a quantum of +ve Mana within the Atumus and Ah-VA-

Body, and a quantum of +ve Prana-joules within the Prana-joule Ring
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an unnatural, limited quantum/finite-life External Creation Manifestation Wave called a
Tl"ticumO"bEus, or

with the least quantum holding and expand forward - backward by drawing "" plasm-

drawing "" plasm-quantum from the MarkhetU"re Fields through which they pass. T.Mobius

feed their own quantum and momentum." Tan·Tri·Ahura Teachings"" ShiftMasters """
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drains the target"s quantum until the point at which the T.-Mobius Wave reaches

Wave reaches greater quantum than its target field. At this point of quantum override,

this point of quantum override, called the "Titus Poine, the T.-Mobius Wave
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manifests, until the quantum of the Time Seed has been fully expressed/manifest. Thus
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the complete full quantum of the encryption is held within the Time Seed, which

the vibration (quantum holding) of the Time Seed Crystal. A manifestation reaches its

when the full quantum of its Time Seed Crystal has been expressed. "Forward

manifests, until the quantum of the Time Seed has been fully expressed/manifest. Thus

Fields, drawing the quantum back into the Time Seed Crystal, as the creation progressively
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an unnatural, limited quantum/finite-life External Creation Manifestation Wave called a
Tl"ticumO"bEus, or

with the least quantum holding and expand forward-backward by drawing in plasm-quantum

drawing in plasm-quantum from the MarkhetU"re Fields through which they pass. T.-Mobius

feed their own quantum and momentum". T.-Mobius Time Reversal Waves ensnare energy
within

drains the target"s quantum until the point at which the T.-Mobius Wave reaches

Wave reaches greater quantum than its target field. At this point of quantum override,

this point of quantum override, called the "Titus Point", the T.-Mobius Wave

to consume its quantum. Once the T.-Mobius Wave has Entrained its target, the
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(static now) quantum & forward Time-Glitch Loop thrust & all forward Land

to drain the Quantum of the sleeping M. Wave, until the "Titus Poinr

Titus Point the Quantum of the Inorganic T. Mobius Wave has grown stronger than

than the remaining Quantum of the organic M. Wave, & the plasmantik plasm encryption

remaining encryption & quantum of the M. Wave & drags it moving "forward
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TrhU"-ah Body quantum being drawn out of your physical body and into your

spin drawing more quantum of your TrhU"-oh Body into this space in front

ofTrhU"-ah Body quantum out of your physical body and into the Tunnel of

-ah Body quantum is drawn, a gentle "Pop" sensation will occur, at

part of your quantum "popping• into a "Mini-Me TrhU"-ah BodyH

TrhU"-ah Body quantum that is still in the physical body, as it is
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Unified Field", "Quantum Physics", Consciousness and Multidimensional RealityTheoretical
Contemplations • The Evolutionary Big
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strength, clarity and quantum. In order to bring t his Gift of Compound Activation
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rhythms, creating a quantum wave-flux field that perpetually circulates eternal conscious
energy into

Out-Flux of Quantum from the eternal Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field into Internal

and a corresponding Quantum In-Flux Back-Flow of consciousness-energy from the External
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Earth time) engages quantum circulation between Internal and External Creation. However,
during periods of

complex dynamics of quantum exchange are referred to as the Quan"ta Rha-Ta"-Dha

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Rotation") Alignment. Through the interplaneal dynamics inherent to the
Quan"ta

a "reciprocal quantum back-flow" of consciousness and energy from External Creation into

blend within specific quantum proportions to form a blended Plosmontik"" Mor"kheture Wove
Spectra referred
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the basis of quantum form, function and perpetuity of manifestation within the Internal
Creation

functional dynamics of quantum regulation and circulation in the DhA"-Yah-TEi Planes.
Amidst
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"sluggish low-quantum start", then progressively build in layers as they "download"

download" their larger quantum activation and data-stream into the Planetary Plasma Time-
Wave

Wave Template. The quantum of energy, power, activation strength and data-files carried by



is much more quantum & encryption content to "download" the activations and data-

its corresponding forger quantum activations and data-translations dispensation layer. This
process of wave-

deliver their smaller quantum activations and data-translations single-dispensation in "one
short

more expansive, forger quantum, Pulse-Cycle layered activations dispensations" characteristic
to its nature), quite

Waves deliver smaller quantum activations and data-translations in a single-dispensation
"short

some amount of quantum activations and data-streams that are contained in one Long

a short-lived, quantum-burst high peak, during which is released a "short-

and release their quantum-burst more intensely, they actually carry much less quantum
potential

carry much less quantum potential and data than their slower moving counter-part Long

Waves deliver smaller quantum activations and data-translations in a single-dispensation
"short

some amount of quantum as that carried on one Long Run Time Wove. Keylontic""
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Sparks, self-generating Quantum that forms the many 15-Dimensiona/ Electromagnetic
Spedro of Primal
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perpetually reborn, through quantum self-generation of the EFFI Triptec. The Birth: Lila
Phase
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum Core EirA Spark) must have sufficient quantum within the period

must have sufficient quantum within the period of the Krystalbridge"" Window, to draw-In,

Zheon has sufficient quantum during the Krystalbridge"" Window to draw in and anchor the

When a certain quantum of the HE" -TUe Wave transmission has "downloaded"

Zheon has insufficient quantum to fully anchor the Integral Bridge TrhU"-ah Flows within

carry much less quantum than Internal Creation Pan-Clair" -ah HE"-TUe Waves;

Rhe"-TUe Wave quantum is insufficient to fully release the KaLA Oc"-Sha-TA

ZhEon (Birth Quantum Core EirA Spark) has sufficient quantum to draw in and

Spark) has sufficient quantum to draw in and anchor the full spectrum Sheath of
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum Core EirA Spark) would not have sufficient quantum within the

not have sufficient quantum within the Pan-Ciair"-ah period of the Krystalbridge"" Window



deadline of required quantum building for planetary K. 0 . Seals release and Quanta

on the smaller quantum external Rhe"-TUe Time Wave, its Core Crystal TrhU"ah Flows

TA Seals for quantum CCW rotation "Quanta Rha-Ta-Dha" Alignment with the

much needed "quantum up-shift" to Earth"s Plasma Core Crystal and ZhEon via

via the large-quantum Pono-Coa-le"-tic HE"-TUe Long-Run Time-Wove,

HE"-TUe Boost" quantum infusion will enable expedited Pona-Coo-le"-tic HE"-TUe

TA Seals and quantum CCW rotation "Quanta Rha-Ta-Dho" Alignment with the

a much larger quantum of Earth"s lif efield. The Compound Activation also expedeites the
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occurred do to quantum depletion of the planetary ZhEon, and the Krystalbrid&e"" Window

a much greater quantum of Earth"s lifefield to engage EarthCync"" for Krystal River"" Fail-
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the Inhale for quantum building. 14. Exhale from the AzurA, using the exhale breath
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the inhale for quantum building. 5. Exhale from the AzurA, using the exhale breath
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TrhU"-ah Body quantum being drawn out of your physical body and into your

spin drawing more quantum of your TrhU"-ah Body into this space in front

TrhU"-ah Body quantum out of your physical body and into the Tunnel of

TrhU"-ah Body quantum is drawn, a gentle "Pop" sensation will occur, at

part of your quantum "popping" into a "Mini-Me TrhU"-ah Body"

TrhU"-ah Body quantum that is still in the physical body, as it is
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FEEL a large quantum Eternal FLOW wave of information, knowledge, wisdom, Love/LUV and
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Downloaded" a sufficient quantum of Eternal FLOW Eff-i-yah frequency for your current
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t he entire quantum of your TrhU You silken wave of consciousness TrhU" -

NOW, this minute quantum will be left behind in your TrhU Place in Eternity

TrhU You Crystal quantum in your Eff-iyah wave-field "Orchestra Seat", it

Page:  184



Me TrhU"ah Body quantum outward and into the primary quantum of your TrhU"-ah

into the primary quantum of your TrhU"-ah Body, which is currently resting within

Me TrhU"ah Body quantum into the physical body, you have Returned your TrhU You

your TrhU You quantum to the physical body, ... your Anchor-point of Living

to integrate the quantum of Eternal Enlightenment FLOW you have embodied. Keylontic"u
Discourses for
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5 th Round Quantum Boost Eff-A"-yah Cycle Initiation: Restoration of the ZhEon

of the ZhEon quantum, Release of Fetal Imprint Vo-Ba-TE Vector Lock-down,

Yah-TEi birth quantum unit ), & Initiation of Eff-A"-yah Elemental Clearing
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l\eratl og Quantum that focms Lhe m.a.ny IS·DimetU,onol
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the energy-consciousness quantum of the Lifeform becomes Atomically Phase-Locked upon
"Fetal

the energy-consciousness quantum of the life-form expands into the atomic structure,
thereby

embodiment"s spatial atomic quantum in "growth through time" of the manifest form (

as the consciousness quantum progressively embodies, the embodiment reciprocally expands
in growth.) Primary Transharmonic
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-Dha ("quantum rotation") Quanta Ta-Rha"-Ta ("quantum rid ing wave")

Rha"-Ta ("quantum rid ing wave") Es" -pa Ta-Rha"-Ta ("
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Ta"-Dha ("quantum rotation") Pan-Ciair"-ah Eyugha Merkaba - 216 Vectors D-
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Rho"-Ta ("quantum riding wave") Pan"a-coa-le"-tic Eyardo Merkaba - 864
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Ta"-Dha ("quantum rotation") Pan-clalr"-ah Eyugha Merkaba Blended Pan-Clair" -

Rha"-Ta (""quantum riding wave") Pan"a-coa-le"-tlc Eyardo Merkaba Pan"a-coa-
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B 5th Round Quantum Boost E/1-A"-yah Cycle Initiation: Restoration of the

of the ZhEon quantum, Release of Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-down,



Yah-TEi birth quantum unit), & initiation ofEff-A"-yah Elemental Clearing Cycle. (
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Cell Donated Parental Quantum • SUMMARY: The Va-Ba-TE Cell Donated Parental Quantum

Cell Donated Parental Quantum • The ZhEon Birth Quantum Spark and the Fetal Integration

The ZhEon Birth Quantum Spark and the Fetal Integration Point • SUMMARY: The ZhEon

The ZhEon Birth Quantum • The Vo-Bo-TE Cell, the ZhEon, Plasma Body
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Hosted K+B Quantum Boost infusion- Pan-Pan Donee Step-2 ..• ) TrhU"
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Cell Donated Parental Quantum • SUMMARY: The Va-Bo-TE Cell Donated Parental Quantum

Cell Donated Parental Quantum • The ZhEon Birth Quantum Spark and the Fetal Integration

The ZhEon Birth Quantum Spark and the Fetal Integration Point • SUMMARY: The ZhEon

The ZhEon Birth Quantum * The Vo-Bo-TE Cell, the ZhEan, Plasma Body
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Cell Donated Parental Quantum • SUMMARY: The Va-Ba-TE Cell Donated Parental Quantum

Cell Donated Parental Quantum • The ZhEon Birth Quantum Spark and the Fetal integration

The ZhEon Birth Quantum Spark and the Fetal integration Point • SUMMARY: The ZhEon

The ZhEon Birth Quantum • The Vo-Ba-TE Cell, the ZhEon, Plasma Body
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portion of its quantum within the Eternal EFFI field as a "conscious Silken-

to draw new quantum directly from the EFFI Field to replenish and restore its

restore its original quantum, should this original quantum become depleted. This "Eternal
Standing-

should this original quantum become depleted. This "Eternal Standing-Wave" of "Original

of "Original Quantum Restoration" is called the Eff-E"-Mah Silken-Wave (

the "tst Quantum", "tst Eternal Memory Poinf", "Seat in the Eternal
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Wave "1s1 Quantum") "awakens" (usually following completion of the 5- Stage

Body Activation the quantum of energy-identity held within the External Creation KaLE" Hara

Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit quantum, Rash a Dark Matter quantum and its Chism a tic

a Dark Matter quantum and its Chism a tic Plasma Template and Eff-E"-

Eff-E"-Mah quantum re-combine and merge, these 5 energy structures progressively



transfigure
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of trans-time quantum aspects", the EJ<terna i-Keylontic body progressively transfigures into

Body Activation the quantum of energy-identity held within the EKtemal Creation K•LE"
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Remains finite until quantum depletion if not transfigured through Spirt Body & Plasma Body

Remains finite until quantum depletion if not transfigured through Spirt Body & Plasma Body

Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit quantum, Rasha Darlc Matter quantum and its Chismati?l - -..(]~-

Rasha Darlc Matter quantum and its Chismati?l - -..(]~- =-~~Til1*llase Plasma

Eff-E"-Mah quantum re-combine and merge, these 5 energy structures progressively
transfigure
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original Eternai-Authentik quantum and embodiment of its Eff-E"-Mah Silken-Wave "

Wave "1s1 Quantum". Eff-im-a"-rhal Transfiguration is the organic process inherent
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Eff-E"-Mah quantum-merger that is TrhU"-ah Body Activation. The "TrhU"-

embodied" organic eternal quantum of the combined (External Creation) Key/antic Atomic-
Eiradonis

Eff-E"-Mah quantum of the original Eternai-Authentik Identity. In usual circumstances a
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lly triggered the quantum mechanics of the Krystal River Fail-Safe Host on 8/
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its conscious-energy quantum from its EffE"-Mah Silken-Wave 151 Encryption within Eternal-

the being"s consciousness quantum forms into a micro-cosmic "personal Chismatic Field
Template",

of conscious identity quantum will later be reclaimed by the being as it engages

portion of its quantum into each Distinction Point in each incarnational Time-Vector. The

(donated parental quantum-Na-VA-Na Cycle). Following formation of the Va-Ba-

its conscious energy quantum/individuated spirit identity, (called the GharE"), into External
incarnation,

Spark (birth quantum spark of infra-sound EirA spirit body energy) into the
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(Donated Parental Quantum) & the ZhEon EirA Spark (Birth Quantum) 3. SEda



Spark (Birth Quantum) 3. SEda Cycle: Spirit Body gestation cycle 12t"h M

(Donated Parental Quantum) forms at Conception/ Distinction Point (when sperm fertilizes
ess).

ZhEon (Birth Quantum ~ -~ ~~ -~<;~ q"(\: \" .~7· ~~

Matter Crystallization cyclesExternal Quantum Expansion Begins. Keylontic"M Discourses for
Daily Living - KDDL"" Course
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Cell Donated Parental Quantum • The Vo-Bo-TE Cell is a quantum of

Cell is a quantum of External Creation energy that appears within the center of

a temporarily borrowed quantum thrust through which biological cell growth can initiate. •
The

the ZhEon birth-quantum of t he newly incarnating identity takes over biological growth

process. The parental quantum donation of the VaBa-TE Cell can fuel growth and

(Donated Parental Quantum) =-.., Axls6· n ...._ 0 ~·-#tRH

of donated parental quantum " Spirit ies & light Bodies" birth called the Va-
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Cell Donated Parental Quantum • The Va-Ba-TE Cell is a quantum of

Cell is a quantum of External Creation energy that appears within the center of

a temporarily borrowed quantum thrust through which biologica l cell growth can in itiate.

the ZhEon birth-quantum of the newly incarnat ing identity takes over biological growth

process. The parental quantum donation of the VaBa-TE Cell can fuel growth and

"dead body quantum was left remaining". In such cases, the identity will continue

Cell donated parental quantum, and its Kalipsis Encryption Space-Time Biological Phase
Lock", can
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The ZhEon Birth-Quantum Spark and the Fetal Integration Point • The ZhEon is

ZhEon is a quantum spark of conscious EirA Spirit Body energy entered into the

Cell donated parental quantum reaches depletion and can no longer sustain cellular process.
•

(The Core Quantum of the GharE remains in the dimensionaiized Light Body structure

ZhEon (Birth Quantum ~ Hf<·1 HK.,..,u~ ;"<~ /j EirA

death. ZhEon Birth-quantum enters AzurA at Fetal Integration Point - 33·56
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The ZhEon Birth Quantum • The ZhEon is a quantum spark of conscious EirA

ZhEon is a quantum spark of conscious EirA Spirit Body energy entered into the



Cell donated parental quantum reaches depletion and can no longer sustain cellular process.
•

Note: The Core Quantum of the GharE remains in the dimensionalized Light Body structure

the Light Body quantum of 1 Density expands, down-steps, accretes and crystallizes into

Eirodonis Adjugote Spirit quantum accretes, and at the end of 1 Octant cycle (

"Eternal-life quantum-generating atomic matter body". On the 33"d Birthday, upon

Yah-TEI birth-quantum unit (TrhU"-ah Body Act. Stage-7), and then

point of birth-quantum depletion, or ZhEon Depletion. The point of ZhEon Depletion is

the ZhEon birth-quantum, and Expedited Eff-im-o"-rhol Transfiguration, can be achieved
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Yah-TEI birth-quantum unit (TrhU"-oh Body Act. Stage-7), then further

:*R Plasma Quantum T e L In circumstances of Krystol River Foil-Safe

the ZhEon birth-quantum, Release ofthe Vo-Bo-TE Fetal Imprint and Va-Ba-

Cell donated parental quantum, and its Kalipsis Encryption Space-Time Biological Phase Lock,
and
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Matter & Spirit Quantum merge), then the Atomic elements and matter of that Density

Cell "donated quantum", engage merger of the Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit, and allow passage
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the light Body quantum of 1 Density expands, down-steps, accretes and crystallizes into

"Eternal-life quantum-generatln1 atomic matter body". On the 33"1 Birthday, upon

Elrodonls Adjugate Spirit quantum accretes, and at the end of 1 Octant cycle (

point of birth-quantum depletion, or ZhEon Cet~ldlon. The point of ZhEon Depletion
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Matter & Spirit Quantum merge), then the Atomic elements and matter of that Density
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Ta"-Dha {"quantum rotation") Alignment, and engagement of the "8 Stages af

Cell "donated quantum·. engage merger of the Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit, and
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blended & transfigured quantum of the Externai-Keyfontic Mult idimensional Anatomy
(Atomic body.

Adjugate Spirit Elradonls Quantum, the Plasma Body Chlsmatic Field Quantum & the Eff.E"

Body Chlsmatic Field Quantum & the Eff.E" ·Mah Eternal Quantum. TrhU"-ah



·Mah Eternal Quantum. TrhU"-ah Body Activation/Eff-E" -Mah Accretion usually

· Ta ("quantum ridins wave") Pan"a-coa-le" -tic Eyardo Merkaba ·
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Plasma Chismatic Field quantum & Eff-E"-Mah Silken-Wave Etemai-Authentik quantum. A

Wave Etemai-Authentik quantum. A ~Seed Cycle" begins when its corresponding K.O.

form accretes sufficient quantum to engage entry into the 5 Eff-E"-Mah Transfiguration
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blended & transfigured quantum of the Extemai-Keylontic Multidimensional Anatomy (Atom;c
body,

Body Ch11matic Field Quantum & the Eff-E" -Mah Eternal Quantum. TrhU"-ah

-Mah Eternal Quantum. TrhU"-ah Body A<tivation/Eff-E"·Mah Accretion

form accretes sufficient quantum to engage entry into the S Eff-E" -Miih
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consciousness "Birth Quantum" EirA unit from the Spirit Body that forms at the

"Donated Parental Quantum" unit that forms at Conception and enters the Tailbone Etheric

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotatlou") Alignment Stage-3: Opening the Pana-KHY Passage

To Dh ("Quantum Standing Wave") Merkabo; 2 p~int atomic friln~tiguratiun 1/

3"1 atomic quantum; "Ma-sha yah Silver Seed of l" ·lAi

- fc• ("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkdl><l; 4 l"o10t .11omu T r.• ...

tlon 2/~" atoruk quantum personal h pa r "<he I Lll I I
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the organic Eternal Quantum of the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon

the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon into the Zeff-i-ron)

via "Hosted Quantum Boost"; an infusion of "51h Round TrhU"-ah Flows

which a critical quantum (1/3"d) of atoms has been freed from

of the atomic quantum triggering "Crack Point", initiating a process referred to as

-ah Body quantum in reverse-polarity elemental bonding, keeping the atomic body in

which all atomic quantum has been freed from va-Ba-TE Lock-Down &
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e-Mah Eternal Quantum IN KDDL-2/ShiftMastersTM-2 Introduction (March- July 2015)

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost Infusion: an infusion of "51h Round TrhU"-ah

This "Hosted Quantum Boost" will initiate TrhU" -ah Body Stage-6 and

the organic Eternal Quantum of the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon



the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon into the Zeff-i-ron)

Restoration of ZhEon quantum via Hosted K+B Quantum Boost: 51h Round TrhU"-

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost: 51h Round TrhU"-ah Flows K+B Pana-

ZhEon"s organic Eternal Quantum. B. Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down Release

yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit called the Zeff-iron. (TrhU"ah Body Stage-7A)

which all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba-TE Kalipsis Lock-Down
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which a critical quantum (1/3"d) of atoms has been freed from

of the otomic quantum triggering "Crack Point", initiating a process referred to as

-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. Opening the Seals of KaLA" O"c-Sha-

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. Through the interplaneal dynamics
inherent to the
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Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing wave") Pan-Clair "lh Merkaba activation. Progressively engages

Rha"-Ta ("Quantum Riding wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance

Rho"-To ("Quantum Riding wave") Pana-Coa-le"-ta Merkaba activation. Progressively
engages
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E"-Mah Eternal Quantum IN KDDL-2/ ShiftMasters™-2 Introduction (March-

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost sth Round Infusion: (TrhU"-ah Body Stage-7A

Restoration of ZhEon quantum via Hosted K+B Quantum Boost 5th Round Infusion: (

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost 5th Round Infusion: (TrhU"-ah Body Stage-6)

yah-TEi Birth Quantum Unit) via "Intra-Violet Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wove: (

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. (TrhU"-ah Body Stage-2). The

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum standing wave") Merkaba activation; Activates Round-1: External-Anon
do

Rha"-Ta ("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkaba activation. Activates Round-3: lnternai-Yono
CycleBlue
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Hosted K+B Quantum Boost Infusion - Pon-Pon Donee Step-2 ... )
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Hosted K+B Quantum Boost Infusion- Pan-Pan Dance Step-2 ... ) TrhU"-
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Hosted K+B Quantum Boost lnft don m step-2 Initiation of Zeff-i-

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost Infusion, of the TrhU"-ah Body Activation Stage 7B-
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E"-Mah Eternal Quantum IN KOOL-2/ShlftMasters""-2 Introduction {March - July

B Sfh Round Quantum Boost E/1-A"-yah Cycle Initiation: Pan-Pan Dance

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost Infusion: .an infusion of "5"" Round TrhU"-

This "Hosted Quantum Boost" will initiate TrhU"-ah Body Stage-6 and Stage-

the organic Eternal Quantum of the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon

the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon into the Zeff-i-ron)

Restoration of ZhEon quantum via Hosted K+B Quantum Boost: 5t11 Round TrhU"-ah

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost: 5t11 Round TrhU"-ah Flows K+B Pana-Co-

ZhEon"s organic Eternal Quantum. B. Fetal Imprint Vo-Bo-TE Vector Lock-Down Release

yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit ca lled the ZeJJ-1-rofl (TrhU"ah Body

whieh all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba-TE Kalipsis Lock-Down
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which a critical quantum (1/3"d) of atoms has been freed from

of the atomic quantum triggering "Crock Point", initiating a process referred to as
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B sth Round Quantum Boost E/1-A"-yah Cycle Initiation: Pan-Pan Dance

A: Restoration oflhEon quantum via Hosted K+B 5"h Round Quantum Boost Infusion

5"h Round Quantum Boost Infusion into Heart o(Eff-E"-Ma Point. Projection

of lhEon Birth Quantum and initiate, progress & sustain Zeff-i-ron Elemental Clearing

Ether K+B Quantum Boost from the Eff-1"- yah ELF LUV fields (

Round K+8 Quantum Boost Aqualene Ether infusion from Eff-1"- yah ELF LUV

yah TEl Birth Quantum Unit) via ""Intra-VIolet Sina[nq VaQOr TransflRuratlcm Wave.~~~

finite-life birth quantum unit) into Zeff-i-ron (Eternal-Internal, eternal-life

yah-TEi birth quantum unit). ACTION-1: At the AzurA, as the Effiron crystalizes

yah-TEi birth quantum unit). (TrhU"-ah Body Stage-7A) Glyph (Brevity
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which all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba-TE Kalipsis LockDown &
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E"-Moh Eternal Quantum • Techniques: 8. The Eff-A"-yah Spark, NE-A-



Page:  336

consciousness " Birth Quantum" EirA unit from the Spirit Body that forms at the

"Donated Parental Quantum" unit t hat forms at Conception and enters the Tailbone

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment Stage-3: Opening the Pana-KHY Passage

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Wave") Merkaba; 2 Point atomic Transfiguration- l/3"d

3"d atomic quantum; "Ma-sha-yah Silver Seed of E"-LAI-sa";

Rho" To ("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkaba; ~.Point atomic Transfiguration- 2/3"d

3"d atomic quantum, personal Es" pa Ta-Rha" -;a FlF ll.IV

3"d" atomic quantum; " Eff-i-yah 3 Core Arieas" & "K+
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Dha Alignment ("Quantum Standing Rotation") through which the PanaKHY Passage &
KrystalbridgeWay""" ELF-

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. Opening the Seals of KaLA" O"c-Sha-

complex dynamics of quantum exchange are referred to as the Quan"ta Rha-Ta"-Dha

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. Through the interplaneal dynamics
inherent to the
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA) unit; when fully activated the "Ma-sha-yah

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum St<~ndlng wave") Merkaba activation. Upon completion of the first

RhaTa"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Wave") Merkaba activation. Fulfillment of the " Violet Green
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA) unit. When fully activated the "Es"-pa Ta-

Rha"-Ta ("Quantum Rid1ng wave") Merkaba activation Upon completion of the third and

Rha"-Ta ("Quantum Riding Wave") Merkaba activation. Fulfillment of t he " Blue-
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA) unit. When fully activated the "Eff-i"-yah
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ZhEon ("Birth Quantum") EirA unit at the AzurA reaches frequency holding capacity, as

its organic Eternal Quantum is Restored. This is referred to as Restoration of the

(Donated Parental Quantum) Cell, vaporizing the Core Va-Ba-TE lwlipm Encryp.~ion

yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit called the left-i-ron The left-i-ron

which all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba-TE Kalipsis Lock-Down



Page:  342

yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit birthed in Stage7A) at the Azura (and planetary

expelling the final quantum of its Intra-Violet Broadcast (Stage 7A). Upon reaching

reaching this "Quantum Zero Point" at the "DhA"-Yah-TEi Point", a

opens at "Quantum Zero Point" the Eye of Lila releases a Tri-Phase

im"-ah Spark quantum, then expands and pulses outward, releasing the "replica quantum"

the "replica quantum" as an Eff-1"-Mah (eff- E"-ma) encrypted

i-ron Spark quantum, forming the Eff-i-Mir"a Freedom Seed Crystal Triptec Phase-

its own spark-quantum, a reflection of the Eternal EFFI; it is also referred
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heat, vaporize, combine quantum and transfiglllh As the Eff-E" -Mah Heart then

expands, the combined quantum cools and crystalizes into a single Eternal Triptec Phose cell

cycles to generate quantum, and the Eff-E"-Mah Heart contracts and expands to

free eternal plasma quantum flow throughout the TrhU" -ah Body, Multidimensional Anatomy
and

free eternal plasma quantum flow generated by the Eff-E"-Mah Heart is called
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Ta"-Dha ("Quantum standing Rotation"JAiignment: In response to opening of the Seals

ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA) unit; the "Ma-sha-yah Silver Seed" is

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activates. When fully activated the "Ma-
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA) unit; the "Es"-po Ta-Rha"-Ta Golden-

Rha" Ta ("Quantum Riding wave") Merkaba activates. When fully activated the " Es"-

ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA) unit; the "Eft-i"-yah Platinum Seed" is
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consciousness "Birth Quantum" EirA unit from the Spirit Body that forms at the

"Donated Parental Quantum" unit that forms at Conception and enters the Tailbone Etheric

its organic Eternal Quantum. Fg_t_ol ImPrint Va-IJo-T~ V~(tgr .

yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit called the Zeff+ ron Zeff+ron Elemental Clearing Eff-

which all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba-TE Kalipsis Lock-Down
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yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit birthed in Stage7A) at the Azura reaches Quantum Zero



the Azura reaches Quantum Zero Point (Stage-7A full Intra-violet Broadcast frequency

TEl Point "Quantum Zero Point", a Vacuum field forms at the core of

opens at "Quantum Zero Point" the Eye of Lila releases a Tri-Phase

·ah Spark quantum, then expands and pulses outward, releasing the " replica quantum"

the " replica quantum" as an E/f-1"-Mah (eff- E" -

i-ron Spark quantum, forming the Ef/-i-M ir"o Freedom Seed Crystal Triptec

its own spark-quantum, a reflection of the Eternal EFFI; it is also referred

heat, vaporize, combine quantum and transfigure, on Eff-E" -Mah Heart expansion, the

expansion, the combined quantum cools and crystalizes into the AR"·E·ion
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o rot Flow quantum, and the Eff-E"-Moh Heart contracts and expands, circulating

free eternal plasma quantum flow perpetually produced by the AR"-E-ion Eternal Flame
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the organic Eternal Quantum of the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon

the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon into the Zeff-i-ron)

via "Hosted Quantum Boost"; an infusion of "Sih Round TrhU"-ah Flows

which a critical quantum {l/3"d) of atoms has been freed from

of the atomic quantum t riggering "Crack Point", initiating a process referred to

-ah Body quantum in reverse-polarity elemental bonding, keeping the atomic body in

which all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba·TE Lock-Down
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E"-Mah Eternal Quantum IN KDDL-2/ShiftMastersTM-2 Introduction (March -July

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost Infusion: an infusion of "S"h Round TrhU"-ah

This "Hosted Quantum Boost" will initiate TrhU" -ah Body Stage-6 and

the organic Eternal Quantum of the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon

the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon into the Zeff-i-ron)

Restoration of ZhEon quantum via Hosted K+B Quantum Boost: Sfh Round TrhU"-ah

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost: Sfh Round TrhU"-ah Flows K+B Pana-Co-

ZhEon"s organic Eternal Quantum. B. Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down Release

yah-TEi Birth Quantum unit called the Zeff-i-ron. (TrhU"ah Body Stage-

which all atomic quantum has been freed from Va-Ba-TE Kalipsis Lock-Down
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which a critical quantum (1/3"d) of atoms has been freed from



of the atomic quantum triggering "Crack Point", initiating a process referred to as

Rha-Ta"-Dha rQuantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. Opening the Seals of KaLA" O"c-Sha-

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. Through the interplaneal dynamics
inherent to the
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Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing wave") Po~ Clair" ah Merkaba act ivation. Progressively
engages

Rha"-Ta (NQuantum Riding wave") Merkaba activation. In the expedited Pan-Pan Dance

Rho"-To ("Quantum Riding wave") Pana-Coa-le"-ta Merkaba activation. Progressively
engages
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form accretes sufficient quantum to encage entry Into the s EH-E"-Mah Trandiaur•
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TEI Birth·Quantum Zeff-i·ron (at Azura) then Transfigures to

its original self-quantum-generating Eternai·Authentik form • E!f·im-

·TEI Birth Quantum (T.A. STAGE·7A) K.O. Eff·

·TEI Birth Quantum embodies in Azura/Thymus Gland duct T Eff-A"-yah
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Earth"s planetary ZhEon quantum, resulting in triggering of the "Pan-Pan Dance" Pan-
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·TO Birth Quantum e~ in Alula/Thymus Glanddu<-t & tJf.A."·
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ZhEon (Birth Quantum EirA unit) has sufficient quantum to anchor the Pan-Ciair"-

unit) has sufficient quantum to anchor the Pan-Ciair"-ah Activation. To anchor the

to hold sufficient quantum to release the 151 set of K.O. Seals, engage

Delpetion (insufficient quantum) at the point in which the Pan-Ciair"-ah Activation

be insufficient ZhEon quantum to engage the Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha Rotation (that

year time-leap quantum boost), which allows for rapid Restoration of the ZhEon quantum

of the ZhEon quantum and acceleration of KrystaiBridge Passage 8 Stages ofTrhU"-ah Body

will have sufficient quantum to engage the Krysta1Bridge-M31 Andromeda Alignment, and
Earth"s life-

reincarnate with finite quantum into one of t he many Milky Way Galaxy locations
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year time-leap quantum boost of the "Pan-Pan Dance" Compound Activation. This

year time-leap quantum boost of the "Pan-Pan Dance" Compound Activation. 3
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Black-Hole". A quantum-portion of fallen M31-Procyus star became Procyon (Canis

Minor), a smaller quantum-portion of fallen M31-Procyus star became Prolaris, which later
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deadlines of required quantum building for planetary K. 0. Seals release" would not be

Pana-coa-letic quantum boost" to the Planetary Plasma Template to initiate release of

sub-harmonic smaller quantum of the K. 0 . Seals Release & Pana-KHY
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E"-Mah Eternal Quantum IN KDDL-2/ ShiftMasters--2 Introduction (March-July/August

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost sth Round Infusion: {TrhU"-ah Body Stage-7A

Restoration of ZhEon quantum via Hosted K+B Quantum Boost 5th Round Infusion: (

Hosted K+B Quantum Boost 5th Round Infusion: (TrhU" -ah Body Stage-

yah-TEI Birth Quantum Unit) via "Intra-Violet Singing Vapor Transfiguration Wave: (

Ta"-Dha ("Quantum Standing Rotation") Alignment. (TrhU" -ah Body Stage-2).

-Dha ("Quantum Standing wave") Merkaba activation; Activates Round-1: Externai-Ananda
CycleViolet

Rha"-Ta ("Quantum Riding wave") Merkaba activation. Activates Round-3: lnternai-Yana
CycleBlue
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the organic Eternal Quantum of the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon

the ZhEon Birth Quantum, & Transfiguration of the ZhEon into the Zeff-i-ron)

via "Hosted Quantum Boost"; an infusion of "Sfh Round TrhU"-ah Flows

which a critical quantum (1/3"d) of atoms has been freed from

of the atomic quantum triggering "Crack Point", initiating a process referred to as

-ah Body quantum in reverse-polarity elemental bonding, keeping the atomic body in

which all atomic quantum has been freed from va-Ba·TE Lock-Down
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which a critical quantum (1/3"d) of atoms has been freed from

of the atomic quantum triggering "Crack Point", initiating a process referred to as
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brief but powerful Quantum-Boon acceleration of TrhU"oh Plasma 8ody frequency accretion
that expedites
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large-r .quantum, Incoming Trhif-oh Plosma Flow Frequef!C)" Download Timt-Wove.

the Frequmcy Download quantum from the completf!d Time-Wove i~ rf!leof<f!

horMss", allowin& thi~ quantum to ~htxUontolfo( ellpond CHJtworff" from the PlanetOI)I K.

Flow Frequency Download quantum from a completed Time-Wow- "crosses over"" from the
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""Phose-Shifting quantum" literally "progressively de-densi{~s in Out-going Wove-
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E-Lum"enoting atomit quantum F1equency Up-Shifts into the Common Diagonai-ARPS of the

·ating atomit quantum Out-Phases in Wave-Cycles, the nat -yt t

External Creation atomk quantum reciprocally De·Densifits by the quantum amount released
in

Densifits by the quantum amount released in the E-Lum"en-ating Out-Phase Wave-
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oting .atomic quantum ln-Pha~s into the 4 Transposition Platforms of the
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Environment. Once a quantum of the Planetary Element oi-Atomic Matter-Bose begins E

with a wove-quantum o! the Planetary E·Lum"en-Air, the E·

Lum"en-oting atomiC quantum next engages progressive entry into the atomic YhU-Rha"-
Dha
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n-ating Atomic Quantum passes through a temporary 1900-lODOyu r ), trons/tionol

Lum"en-oting Atomic Quantum engages Particle Acceleration, as Wave-Infusions of
PlonetofV E-Lum"en-

Lum"en-ating Atomic Quantum Phase-Shift into E-Lum"l"n-Air Field Common Diagonai-
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Field, an equal quantum of the Elemental-Atomic Matter-Bose of the Domain CCHJnterpart

Field has the Quantum RATIO of 1/3.guantum £-!um"rn-Air 1/3-

Air 1/3-quantum E-Lum"rn-atinq &tterna/Creat/on atoms and an

atoms andaneaual lf3=quantum f·lym"rn-qrinq Etf!Dpl -lntcmql 1• cuprloo

E-Lum"en-Air quantum, which allows the E-Lum"~noting atoms from both Domains
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·ated matter quantum will eng;~ge further Particle Deceleration to form the "

·oted matter quantum that further Particle Decelerate and Down-Step from the YhU

matter has the Quantum RATIO of 2/3-quantum E-Lum"en·Air 3/

of 2/3-quantum E-Lum"en·Air 3/8-q uantum E-Lum"en-
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ed of a Quantum RATIO of.l.l.!: quantum £-Lum"cn-Air 118-quanJym

of.l.l.!: quantum £-Lum"cn-Air 118-quanJym £-tym"rn-qtpd fttrmql caqtjqa

Z/8· quantum E·lum"en·Air. Until the point of Atomic

rhg/-lzpriqn the quantum content of the Blended Emancipated E· Lum"en-ated matter

matter had the Quantum RATIO of 2/S=oua ntum E-Lum" rn-Air

equal 3/8-quantum E-Lym"tn-qtrd Ettrnol-lnternoll" Crt ation Q-Piantt !!.

its 2/8-quantum E·Lum"en-Air content and receives in its place

the 1/8- quantum of its original Nqmi"-yoh 1" ftl"rnai·AuthE"ntik £
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Encryption 1/8-quantum, the fully E·lum"en·oted motterengages the FINAl

carries the atomic Quantum RATIO of 1/8-auantum E-Lum"en-Air, 3/8-
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composed of a Quantum RATIO of lll: 5lY!!lli!m E-l um"en-Afr,

heir 2/8-quantum ELum"ea-Air, and Re-plac:e it with Return of

the 1/ 8-quantum Nomi"·"lflh 1"" EtemiN-Autht>ntik Encryption, which
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ed of a Quantum RAnD of: J/3-auantum f -!um"rn-Air Jll-

um"rn-Air Jll-quantum f -!um"rn-gtmg External C""tion atoms and an

an equal JIJ-quantum ELym"ra-otlno Etrmal-lntemal 1• Creotian D-P!ann atoms.

composed of a Quantum RATIO of:~ E-Lum"r""Air, 1/J;quantum £-lum"en-

Air, 1/J;quantum £-lum"en-atf"dEKtrma/Creptioo atoms an equal llf-guantum £
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Stote are an Equalquantum Blend of the Organic-Eternai-Authentik Encryption of the
External-

and an equal quantum o f the Organic Elemental -Atomic Matter-Base of

of its Organic Quantum has ~blended in" or "In-Phased" into the
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~yond the Quantum.~ aud Striua: Tbf"OI;f"s pr~tly ~terumtd by contemponry
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eXIStmee. The full quantum of Source is so pownful that rq>licanon but with

but with lesser quantum 1s oe~d m order to maintain integnty for the
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